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J. M. P. Smith's translation of the Old Testament, revised in 1935, and Edgar Coodspeed's translation of the 14 books of the Apocrypha and the New Testament
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COMPLETE
BIBLE-The
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14 books 01 the Apocrypha print.
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t}'pe on thin Bihle paper. 1,356
pages, bound in red or block cloth
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NEW TESTAMENT-All editions
hnve 481 pages, printed in one
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Popular Edition.
Black cloth
binding. 4%x6% inches .. $1.00
Cift Edition.
Black imitation
leather binding. 4%x6% inches
$2.00
Pocket Edition.
Khaki-colored
cloth binding lor soldiers, blue lor
sailors (please specify). 3x4 'Is
inches
$1.00

THE BIBLE: A New Translation-The Old and New Tcstament,
translated by James A. Moffatt and revised in 1934.
Printed in two columns, block cloth binding, rose.
No. B1.
tinted edges
$3.50
No. B2. Same as No. Bl; stiff black leather binding; gold.
$5.00
edged pages
No. B20. Same as No. B2, thumb.indexed
$5.50
No. B8.
Finest solt morocco binding, leather lined, goldstomped. Choice of slate-blue or black morocco
$9.00
No. B80. Same as No. B8, thumb·indexed
$9.50

THE BIBLE FOR TODAY-An unusual treatment
of the King James Version, emphBsizing the Bible's
special significance in the modem world. I1luminatin~
headlines, interpretative introductory paragraphs, and 197 illustrations.
(Ope"ed book be·
low.) 1,280 pages handsomely bound in blue buck·
ram.
$5.00
-Q

THE SHORT BIBLE-A condcns·
ation of the Smith·Goodspeed
translation, cloth bound .... 95¢
THE JUNIOR BIBLE-Edited by
Edgar J. Goodspeed. A collec·
tion of parts 01 the Bible of
greatest interest to young readers-excerpts from the actual
text in the most recent tronsIn.

tion. 282 pages, illustrated, blue
cloth binding
$2.50

THE BIBLE: Regular Edition-The Old and
New Testaments printed in one column from
large tl'pe. A big volume 01 2,060 pages bound
in stiff block pin-grain morocco, gold-stamped.
$5.00; black cloth binding, $3.00
Popular Edition: 1,152 pages printed in 2
columns from small type. Red or black cloth
binding (please specify) with decorative gold
stamping on ,pine. $2.00; ftexible black pin.
grain morocco binding, $3.75.

lation. Small, lightweight book;
dark blue cloth binding, gold.
stamped
$2.00

NEW TESTAMENT-Printed in one column. 4%x
6Yz inches.
No. TIl. Block cloth binding
$1.00
No. Tl3. Black leather binding
$2.50
No. T15. Overlapping black leather eoyers, goldstamped; printed on thin paper, gold edged .. $3.50
PARALLEL NEW TESTAMENT-In parallel columns, the'~new and old versions. l\loffatt's famous
translation printed, verse by verse, alongside the
King James Version
$1.00

THE BIBLE FOR EVERYDAY READINC-This
volume will arouse new interest in the Bible.
Not a new translation, but n skillful condensation of the King James Version, edited, arranged and printed (or one purpose: delight
in reading. Foreword by Ralph W. Sockman.
$1.98
716 pages.
-Q

THE NEW TESTAMENT IN BASIC ENCLISH-A
basic English voc.bulaf)' of less than 1,000 words
is used in this translation. Excellent for children i
extremely helpful to missionaries and those working among people who speak very little English.
548 pages. SY.tx8 inches.
Cloth binding,
$2.00; leather binding, $3.00.
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THE SHORTER MOFFATT BIBLE
-A shorter version of Dr. ~Io(·
fott's translation, edited to give

the reader the most significant
passages from the complete trans-
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Women and Voting
• It may seem late to publish a letter
on voting, but we think spring is a
good time for our readers to consider
the responsibilities of citizenship, particularly in this war world.
Christianity carries with it grave responsibility. It should be the duty of
every Cbristian woman to vote. 'We should
fully' realize our privilege at the polls.
,By legislation we can bring about great
changes in our government. \Ve need adequate educational and recreational opportunities for youth; scientific treatment of
criminals; proper care of the thousands
in public institutions. homes, and hospitals. A great work has been done and is
being done by women Americanization
workers.
One worker that I know of, an Italian
woman serving a large mining commu.nity. made a study of United States history and read many books dealing with
early American life. She told these stories
to children's groups and mothers' clubs
among her own people. In turn they became fascinated with the experiences of
American pioneers. What an ideal way to
instill loyalty in the hearts of foreignborn peoplel \Ve do need great leaders
among women, and they must be strong
leaders for the right.
America calls her womanhood today to
a very definite program of Americanization. That program should cover all phases
of life that have a bearing on living conditions. Ultimately such a program will help
to lift. the great sweep of pessimism, despair. and- doubt that hangs over the whole
nniverse. \Vomen all over the world are
looking to us for courage and aid. \Ve
must prove that we still believe in a better future for civilization, that somehow
faith and right will triumph. and that
power will be given to us to hold together
the shattered fragments of a torn and
bleeding world.
MRS. GEORGE

\V. \\' ALKER

Hopkins, Minnesota

News from Peking
• \Vhen the first word of postponement
came we thought there would be more
word within a day or two, that in two
weeks we would be off, and so we could
not settle down to anything. Peking
weather was at its best and a few last
picnics were in order. The most interesting
one I attended was the "Second Generation Methodists" at which I was a guest:
The place was east of the Temple of Heaven, but within the Temple grounds, where
there are picturesque covered passageways
leading through the woods to the old
kitcllen and slaughter house, and to the
"star stones" which add to the sacredness
of the place.
Another big experience we would have
missed had we gone on the date set was
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the singing of "Elijah." The soloists worked
so . hard to get their parts worked up
qUl~k~y-and they did marvelously. It was
thnlhng to be one of the forty in the
maroon gowns singing to a filled church. I
noticed Swiss. American. British. German,
Japanese, Dutcll-how many more there
may have beenl \Ve sang only eight
~horuses-?ut how timely the messagel Eliph yearnmg over those bOWing to Baal,
feeling his life work frustrated, called to
trust in the Lord and wait patiently.
ELLEN STUDLEY

News from Chengtu
• Never did lellers mean so much to liS.
I forwarded ten to Shanghai at double
the rate. but nevertheless I still never let
the sun go down on them if I can help it.
I forwarded lellers to Me Tsung and Angl
from Bishop Kanng a few weeks ago. and
told them to write me in Chinese. We get
news of his (Bishop's) work through the
missionaries there. He is more marvelous
than we have ever known. He is being a
tower of strength to the church in North
China. Certainly he was called for just
st~cll .an hour as this. Let us never forget
hIm III our prayers. That is all we can do
for him now; may he be able to stand the
strain and survive to tell the world of the
power that has been his in these days.
Bishop Chen is no less useful. He was
here a week ago, holding meetings with
students; the largest hall would not accommodate the crowd. Three to five thousand
students heard him every night for five
nights. His message was so simple, but always convincing. He knoll'S the student
mind and their problems as no one else
out here does. \Ve as Methodists are prone
to feel we need more of his time for administration and we do, but he is too
badly needed for the student leadership
that only he can give just now.
Thrills are still possible, even in this
world of stress and strain. Eight of the
church members from my lovely village
came in for the week-end. They walked
all fifty-two Ii and carried some bedding.
We gave them enough rice straw to be
comfortable. They sawall the churches on
Sunday, had tea with us here, and saw a
foreign house. I was proud· of them-when
I had shown them rooms and rooms, private
dressing rooms, closets, studies. the kitchen,
pantry, halls, and living room, they remarked, "How troublesome to have to keep
all this."
Monday the)' (church members from the
village) spent with the Nanking Seminary
and Agricultural Colleges of the University groups who have been doing experimental work in their midst for a couple
of years. At the (ea here, after several very
informal speeches welcoming them, one of
them rose and said he would like to tell
what the church had done for him. In the
simplest but most effective way he told hall'
he had learned to read, to pray. lead family worship. speak in public, and feel responsible for his church and community.
through the work of the Christian church.
Some of our rural churclles are the most
promising. Their membership is permanent
and there is progress in the work of building the community around them.
.

NINA STALLINGS

Methodist News from
South America
• At the Seventeenth of February Beach.
we spent four days with thirty intermediates from Aguada Methodist Church in
Montevideo. The discussion period. led by
the intermediates themselves, was outstandin~ for the frankness and sincerity with
II'hich these young people discussed their
personal problems in relation to Christian
living. They certainly did not pretend to
have achieved holiness, and yet you could
see holl' seriously they took their religion_
It was a vital matter to them.
CARLOS T. GATTINONI
• We are glad to hear from the editorial office of Genie Nueva.
The subscription list of our new yOllth
magazine. Genie Nueva, is gradually increasing, although we are still sending free
copies to many people to make the magazine known. It is being sold on public
newsstands noll', II'hich means a good deal
for a new publication. You, who have seen
copies of it, will have noted the improvement in its content and appearance. \Ve
are getting more experienced I \Ve have
been fortunate enough to secure the help
of a German n~fl1gee who is a good artist
ane! i, much interested in Genie Nueva.
I·:vcry new project needs hard work and
faith in the beginning. But it is not easy
for you who live in the States with a Protestant majority and a great prevailing spirit of religious tolerance to understand all
our difficulties as Protestants down here.
· ... None the less. teachers, parents, and
educated people express high appreciation
of Genie Nueva, and I think that we will
conquer a place for it.
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February Cover
We have been asked by a good many
readers how we got the
picture on the front of the February
issue, and we are glad to tell our readers about it. This picture in natural
color is a photograph of a Chinese Boy
Scout, a student at one of the mission,
schools, reading a story of Abraham
Lincoln. written in French. The photo
was taken by a Belgian priest who is a
missionary in China.
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Soldier Appreciates
Missions
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• This is an opportunity which I have
neglected to take before-to tell you hO\I"
much I have enjoyed your fine magazine.
especial1y the fine pictures. My sister is
very much interested in photography and
takes many pictures of several kinds, so
we both appreciate the superior selection
(that accompany) ),our articles. The piclUre of Madame Chiang Kai-shek in the
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• An American soldier. seeing at first
hand what missionaries. are doing in
India, has pledged five dollars per
month for the duration of the war toward the missionary enterprise in India.

I

1\Iarch, 1942, issue. was unusual. and cerrainly portrays her character as almosl
Christlike.
i\[RS. E. F. i\hI\ER
S\calllore. Illinois

Way Down South
• As soon as the Congress (of i\lethodist
\\'omen in Buenos Aires) was over, [ left
on a long trip through the Patagonia to
Punta Arenas, the southernmost part of
Chile. By train and bus it was a trip of
five days and two nights. The other nights
we took a short rest in small towns. It
was an adventurous trip for me because
very fell' people travel from Buenos Aires
to Magellan in that way, and practical!)
nobody knew how it would be. I traveled
2.135 kilometers on very primitive roads
and on busses very different from the Greyhounds in the States. . . . . But in spite
of the discomfort, the whole journey was
thrilling to me, a real adventure where I
never knell' what would come next. The
Argentine side of the lower part of Sonth
America is plains territory (pampa) with
practically no vegetation except a kind of
Iwrd grass, good only for sheep. It is a
desolate region, a huge piece of territory.
with only two hundred thousand inhabitants in the hundreds of miles from Bahia
Blanca (the southernmost important Argentinian city) to Punta Arenas, Chile.
After this extended traveling through
Argentina, I can be certain that our America is the world of tomorrow. There is
room down here for millions to come in
the future. 'Ve traveled hour after hour
without seeing a human being except at
the eating places and the sm<tll towns where
we spent the nights. It is marvelous to
ride through the impressive solitude of
the pampas, seeing only ostriches, wild
ducks, hares, and the gracefUl guanacos (a
SOUlh American mammal of the camel family) .
Punta Arenas .is the most important city
ill the south of the continent. I had
planned to spend ten days there, but in
the end I stayed for a month and ten
days. I had to travel back to Santiago by
·boat. One of the few boats that make this
trip had a serious accident and was nearly
wrecked. As I was afraid of the small boa Is.
I had to wait until a safer one arrived .
. . . . I tried to. take advantage of the unexpected situation by doing all that I
could to help the different groups in the
church to fiml new possibilities in their
activities. Thus I had classes with the Sunday school teachers and leaders of the Epworth League. with discussions of their
problems; classes with the adult women;
Bible classes for the whole church; preaching services on Sundays; talks by radio;
calls' to the members of the church "'ith
the pastor; interviews with people in tile
cit v.

You may woncler what is the outlook for
religious education work in the south of
the continent. I have been deeply impressed
by the enormous possibilities for Christian
education there. There is sympathy and respect toward The r-.lethodist Church in all
the places I visited; and if we could de·
,'elop a religious program based upon real
educational. principles great results could
be expected.
r-.!ARIA AGUIRRE
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By Alvadee Hutton Adams *

0

1'\ E clay during my stay in Santiago, Chile, last

summer, a Chilean business man was showing
me the sights of his city. There were many
parks and public buildings of which he was very
proud. There were the spectacular hills of Santa
Lucia and San Cristobal, and the snow-covered
mountains that could be seen along the whole horizon. Santiago's parks and hills and mountains make
this capital city of Chile one of the most beautiful
of South American cities.
After a swing around the center, we drove out to
the quiet boulevard suburb of Los Leones-The
Lions-and at one street he paused in front of an
iron gate that opened into a block square of colo-'
nial Spanish style buildings. Through the wide
open entrance of the bnilding behind the gate I
looked into a lovely garden and playground with
a backdrop of Lombardy poplars in the distance.
Above the entrance I read "Santiago College."
"This is a school of which we are very proud in
Santiago," my companion told me. "It is a school
, for girls., rLm by Americans, and there is no better
school in South America."
Five months later in Rio de Janeiro I was discussing methods of education in the South American countries with a woman who had taught school
both in the United States and Brazil.
"South America is dreadfully behind the United
States in women's education," she said to me, "but
here and there one finds a few excellent girls'
schools that measure up to United States requirements in every way. I have heard that Santiago College in Chile offers an excellent liberal arts education."
Thus, from two entirely different sources, thousands of miles apart, I listened to praise of a Methodist school that has grown from a modest beginning in 1880 to an institution of more than
600 students housed on grounds that have all the
earmarks of a California college campus.
This outstanding group of buildings-unusual in
South America, where so many schools occupy converted dwelling houses-was erected mainly through
• A)"adee Hulton Adams is correspondent for WORLD OUTLOOK
in Centra) and South America. She is now in Rio de Janeiro.
Brazil.
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Entrance to Santiago College. Santiago. Chile

fl"

the financial and directional aid of I'vIrs. Moses
Charles Migc1, who, as Elisa M. Parada, was graduated fTom the old Santiago College in 1893. Her marriage took her to the United States to live, but in
1924 she returned briefly to her native Chile as an
official delegate from the United States to the Pan
American Child 'Welfare Congress.
'Vhile there she visited her Alma Mater, and
saw that the buildings, now more than forty years
old, were inadequate for modern education. Upon
her return to New York, she offered Bishop 'ViIliam F. Oldham her aid in building, for Chile a
new and greater Santiago College. The Board of
Foreign l'vIissions recognized the opportunity which
the offer of this generous and loyal alumna presented, and a building campaign was undertaken.
Six years later Mrs. IVligel saw her dream realized
at the celebration of the fiftieth anniversary of Santiago College, when the cornerstone for the new
buildings was laid. The President of the Republic,
General don Carlos Ibanez del Campo, and the
I-Ion. 'William S. Culbertson, then Ambassador from
the United States to Chile, 1\"ere present and took
part in the ceremony.
In 1928 the Board of Foreign Missions declared its
willingness to entrust the development of the school
to a Board of Trustees, and the regents of the University of the State of New York granted a charter
[ 161 ]
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Graduating class of 1941 at All Sports Morning. Santiago College

of incorporation to William F. Oldham, Elisa Parada
de Migel, Morris W. Elmes, Thomas S. Donohugh,
William C. Evans, Frank E. Baker, Isabelle K. MacDermott, Kathryn S. Phillips, and Ralph W. Sockman, and their associates and successors. Mrs. Migel
was chosen president of this first Board of Trustees,
and has continued in this capacity ever since. Mr.
Culbertson is now also a member of the Board.
The new and modern Santiago College owes its
present excellence not only to Mrs. Migel and the
Board of Trustees and the able teaching staff, but
also to the firm foundations laid by the first direc- .
tors, Dr. and Mrs. Ira Haynes La Fetra, more than
six decades ago. As representatives of· the se)fsupporting William Taylor Mission, a forerunner of
the Methodist missionary work in Chile, they saw
the need for a girls' school that would reflect the
liberal ideas of ,vomen's education that were then
permeating the United States.
From the start the school was successful. It grew
rapidly for several reasons. One was the able leadership of the La Fetras, aided by Dr. William Taylor
and the Methodist Board of Missions in New York.
Another was the influx of American and English
families to Santiago, who were eager to enroll their
daughters in a school where both English and Spanish were taught. But perhaps the greatest reason for
the success of Santiago College was due to the traditional friendship that had always existed between
the United States and Chile, giving impetus to enrollment in an American school. This was evidenced
from the beginning, when Don Anibal Pinto, then
President of Chile, promFtly matriculated his
daughters in the new school. This practice has been
followed by high government officials ever since.
6

Santiago College now has more than fifty instructors to teach its twelve grades. The twelve-year
course is divided into Lower, Middle, and Upper
School, and a bi.lingual knowledge of English and
Spanish is required for graduation. The School also
has been a pioneer in Chile in the teaching of
home economics, secretarial work, and physical education. One of the great events of the year for the
girls is the All Sports Morning, held in November,
when the final games of the various tournaments
are held.
There is also a Student Council, a House Council,
a French Club, a Glee Club-all the activities that
a good high school in the United States offers its
students. There are also awards to be won. The
highest is the "Finer 'J\Tomanhood Medal," given to
the graduate who best exhibits those qualities which'
make for "human kindness, helpfulness, and the
true joy of life."
The Bulletin of Santiago College contains the
following paragraph,:
"Santiago College reflects Christian culture in its
teaching and its atmosphere. However, it fosters in
its students no church affiliations other than those
of their parents. Parents are requested to indicate
these at the time of matriculation. All resident students are required to attend church service every
Sunday morning. Both resident and day students
are given the opportunity to attend religion classes
in accordance with their church affiliation."
Because Chile is so largely Catholic, it is to be
expected that most of its students are Catholic. But
there are also Protestant and some Jewish girls at·
tending. In 1941 twenty-five nationalities were represented in the student body. They came from
WORLD
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Santiago girls point out their country on All Sports Morning

countries of Central and South America, and from
the United States, England, Russia, Sweden, Germany, France, Yugoslavia, China, and Japan.
Miss. Mason, formerly Student Counselor at
Goucher College, was appointed Director of the
College by Mrs. Migel in 1933. Under her leader, ship the School has increased its enrollment to
overflowing proportions. Built originally to accommodate 450 students, it now has more applicants
annually than can be accepted, and the completion
of the building program is needed urgently.
Miss Mason puts the Good Neighbor policy into
action at Santiago College. She has endeavored to
use the best ideas that can be offered by Chile and
the United States in developing the institution to
, fit the needs of present times.
In return, she is held in high regard by all those
who know her in Chile. At the celebration of the
Fiftieth Commencement Exercises in 1939, attended by the late President Pedro Aguirre Cerda
and many of his ministers, United States Ambassador Claude G. Bowers read the following message
from Secretary of State Cordell Hull:
"On the occasion of the Fiftieth Anniversary of
the founding of Santiago College I send my sincere
congratulations to the teachers, students and alumnae for the constructive educational achievements of
the college during the past fifty years. Please accept
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my best wishes for an unlimited future of progress
in the development of useful and happy citizens of
Chile and other American Republics."
More than two hundred graduates returned to the
School on that day to hold a gala reunion in the
school dining room after the ceremonies. Particularly honored were Miss Mercedes Montt, Mrs.
Mary James Harrison, and Mrs. Annie Chirgwin
Williams, members of the Class of 1889, who returned to celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of their
own graduation.
Other announcements of the day told of scholarships won by Santiago College graduates for study
in the United States. These graduates are now attending nine different colleges. In every case they
have maintained satisfactory grades, and in some
cases they have carried honors.
College alumnae who remain in Santiago have
organized the Alumnae Association of Santiago College, and some notable charity projects have been
undertaken by them. Classes in cooking and sewing
are held in one of the public elementary schools,
which is situated in a less privileged section of the
city, under their auspices. The alumnae are also
sponsoring the education of a graduate of this elementary school in a normal school in the city.
How far has been reflected the candle of service
lighted by Dr. and Mrs. La Fetra so many years ago!
[ 163 ]
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Combinalion home and buffalo shelter in village of India

The Outcastes of India
By Lucia C. G. Grieve *

F

ROM among many appellations of the aboriginal tribes of India I have selected this as most
appropriate. The "depressed classes" include
the lowest of the low-castes, rude, poverty-stricken,
yet within the pale of Hinduism. "Untouchables"
suggests something of acrid Indian humor. Everyone, however rich or cultured, is "untouchable" to
the man of a higher caste. All foreigners, even the
British rulers, are "untouchable" to the three upper
castes, their very shadows bringing defilement.
Caste is Portuguese word meaning "pure race."
The Hindu word is jot] "birth" or "race." The first
question one stranger asks another is, "What is
your jat?" The original division was along the color
line, varna] "color," preceding jat] "race," until the
Hindus, under a subtropical sun, were burned as
brown as the original natives.
According to the color scheme, the white Aryan
conquerors stood at the top socially, and evolved
the cultured and learned Brahmans, who, through·
their sacred lore, held the "keys of heaven." Next
were the warriors, no't common soldiers, but chieftains, generals, kings, men of action and brain
power, but too busy to spend their time on books,

• Miss Lucia C. G. Grieve lives at Ocean Grove, New Jersey. She
is a student of India and spent eighteen months there as a guest
of her sister, who is a medical missionary.
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and less pure in race through marriage with capti\'e
or foreign princesses. Third came the merchant
class, the money-makers, less pure in race because
of contact with foreigners, under the religious and
political domination of the other two, but powerful through their wealth. These wore the "sacred
thread" of the "twice-born" as true Aryans.
Below these was a mixed multitude of manual
laborers, small shopkeepers, servants, common soldiers, necessary to the well-being of the upper classes,
included within the pale of Hindusim, but deprived
of learning and social standing. They had sections
assigned them on the borders of towns or villages,
or lived in villages of their own. They are supposed
to have intermarried with the subjugated peoples
and thus lost purity of race. These are the lowcastes, and they form the great bulk of the popUlation of India. Many of them have acquired wealth;
others by becoming "holy men" have risen to saints
and poets.
.
One of the favorite sacred pictures is that of
four-armed Devi (the goddess) riding on a lion, and
slaying innumerable non-Hindu foes. It is a symbolic presentation of "Mother India," the genius or
tutilary deity of the race, conquering the furiolls
natives. Demons, they called them; and on the
horizon the shadowy, broken ranks of the defeated
WORLD
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are Heeing away. These are the ancestors of the Olltcastes-fierce defenders of their homes and possessions and culture, fighting vainly against a betterarmed and more highly civilized race from the
north.
This conquest took place more than three thollsand years ago. The fugitives, who were not taken
and enslaved, fled wherever they could find shelter.
in gTOUpS large or small, into thick forests, lofty
mountains, impenetrable swamps. These groups, of
different races, religions, and grades of culture. were
cut off by the very protection of their inaccessible
refuges from any communication with each other
or their conquerors.
The map of India shows three distinct physical
divisions. To the north lies the huge concave arc of
the Himalaya system, inhabited chiefly by Mongoloid tribes. never conquered by the Aryans but
forming a barrier against the rest of Asia. Along
the southern edge of these mountains lies a fringe
of impassable swampland called the Terai, a dense
jungly forest filled with all kinds of fierce creatures; dividing the mountains with their wild inhabitants from the great plain of the Ganges. Into
this plain poured the hordes of the Aryans, and
made it their homeland, Aryavarta.
South of the Ganges plain, lying east and west
and cutting the peninsula in two, is the Vindhya
Mountain system with the beautiful Aravali hills.
The lower half of India consists of a great triangular plateau called the Dekhan (southland),
bordered on the west by the high Western Ghauts
("steps" up from the sea) , which terminate at the
southern end in the lofty Nilgiri, the Blue Mountains. This plateau, broken by outcrops of stony
hills and cut by great rivers, slopes gently eastward,
and is divided from the sea by the less lofty Eastern
Ghauts.
The Aryans took root and dwelt in their great
valley; but as the population increased streams of
migrations pushed into adjacent territory. Aryans
in the east conquered and intermarried with Mongoloid tribes, and became the great Bengali nation.
In the same way other Hindu states were formed.
On the west coast, sidestepping the barrier of the
Aravali Mountains, one stream of Aryans met
Dravidians from the southern plateau, mingled with
them and became the great Maratha people.
These Dravidians (Tamils), said by some to be
related to the Papuans, were too numerous and
strong for conquest by war; but gradually travelers,
traders, Buddhist missionaries, Hindu teachers.
spread the Aryan religion and culture, making a
greater conquest, until today this Dravidian land
is the great stronghold of Hinduism.
The valleys are the lands of peace and plenty;
but the hills are the strongholds of the oppressed.
In the mountainous regions or in dense forests live
most of the outcastes. But they are not all poor or
unknown. There are the"Santals, a large and inde-
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Little village girl with a girl who has been in school in India

pendent tribe, living in an outcrop of hills in North
India; fine, stalwart men, with a civilization of their
own, good mentality, and fairly good customs; many
of these have become Christians. The Bhils (Bheels)
live in the broken, forest-covered hill-country south
of Karachi; they are little black men, superstitious,
of primitive customs, low mentality, cattle thieves,
good hunters, skillful with bow and arrow. The
British India Government have tried to give them
some advantages, and to induce them to enter the
army; but they are shy of white people. Christian
missions, though long established, have made little
headway.
In the Nilgiris, those steep and forbidding mountains far to the south, live several tribes of outcastes. Most interesting of these are the Todas,
whose origin is unknown and who seem to have no
ethnological connection with anyone outside. From
their lofty hilltops they look down figuratively and
geographically on the rest of the world; they have
a fair amount of civilization, and descend at times
to lower levels for festivals and trading, but prefer
to keep their own way of life. Many of them have
become Christians, enough to form a separate community. 'Vith them are associated the Badagas and
Kotas, though not of equal rank.
Lower in these Blue Mountains live many separate communities of Kurumbas, with the Irulas and
Paniyans, all of them shepherds and sorcerers. The
Kurumbas, regarded as the worst of the lot, are
called "dwarfs," and said to be thieves as well. The
villages around each pay a certain amount to a
[ 165 ]
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Kurumba sorcerer to protect them against all other
sorcerers (but the Christian Todas refuse to pay
this charge); and no field may be plowed without
a Kurumba turning the first furrow. Research has
shown that the Kurumbas were originally closely associated with the Pallavas, the Shepherd Kings, the
first dynasty in South India. When the Pallavas
were overthrown, the Kurumbas fled to the mountains, where now they number tens of thousands.
They have good minds; many of them are literate,
and their schools have their own professors and
teachers.
In Travancore there is a shy tribe of tree-dwellers,
living forty feet up in the air to get away from the
elephants t~at roam the jungle and make raids on
their scanty crops. J'here is still another tribe, none
of whose members have ever been seen. At certain
periods, they bring in the crude products of hunting
or of the forest, and leave them by night in an
accustomed place. Next day the villagers replace
these things with salt and other necessities, which
vanish during the following night.
The Telugus, among whom the Baptists did so
much work, were a large tribe of outcastes living
near the Hindus. The landowners compelled them
to till their fields and gather their harvests and
take their pay in dead cattle. They were eaters of
carrion, filthy in <mind, body, and estate; forbidden
by their overlords to wear any clothing above the
waist; vascillating, of low mentality. The Baptists
did a great work among them, had them. released
from the landlords and paid wages in money; settled them in clean surroundings and taught them
civilized ways.
.
There are many wandering tribes. Among the
smaller ones are musicians that play at weddings,
. funerals, festivals, and the like; strolling players
and dancers; gypsies and fortune-tellers; and others
in that class. Less desirable are the thief castes,
many in number and some large. Besides, other
"criminal classes" who do worse than thieving.
When Government find these utterly unmanageable, they hand them over to the Salvation Army,
who seem to possess a magic to make good men out
of bad~
Perhaps worst and most incorrigible of these
criminal classes were the pirates operating all along
the west coast of India, and spreading terror and
devastation among the shipping. When strong
measures had no effect, Government called their
chiefs together in a conference, and promised that
if they would give up piracy they should have the
lighterage of all the vessels entering ports on that
coast. They agreed; and both parties have been
faithful to the contract.
The "thieves of Mahadeo" (the Great God) are,
for the most part, not very formidable, in spite of
their great numbers and many varieties. Around
Bombay, everyone has for watchman and messenger
a Ramushi-a member of a thief caste; but he
10
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will not steal nor let anyone else steal from his
Sahib. In the Marathi country there are the Mangs,
not nomads but homeless people, sleeping under a
tree, or a blanket held up by sticks. They are a
fine-looking people, taller than most Hindus, earning a little by odd jobs and stealing a little to help
out. Some who have steady work save their money
and may even buy a little house on the edge of
town.
The Mahars, a beggar caste, are numerous, and
among them most of the Marathi Mission work is
done. Though not ,as quick as the Mangs, they are
steady-going and generally dependable. Many of
them have gone to higher schools and become teachers and preachers. Of the women, trained nurses
are always in demand by hospitals and doctors.
They have been so long in contact with civilization
that there is little difference between them and lowcastes.
As there are thousands of tribes of outcastes,
ranging all the way from fairly cultured to naked
savages, many of them in inaccessible places and
many probably yet undiscovered, it is not possible
to get a proper census; but'the number is estimated
at between 50,000,000 and 70,000,000. And<it would
be equally futile to make any statement applicable
to all. As groups become more civilized, Hinduism
takes them under its aegis and dignifies them as
low-castes. Islam is ready to take in any who will
submit to the rites and perform the duties. As all
Moslems are brothers and know no caste, this attracts those more ambitious for social standing and
public service. The missionaries are always winning
some, and as it is their policy fo have all caste distinctions left behind, we do not know how many
are reckoned in the Christian "caste," for the Christians now are listed as a caste.
We waste a good deal of emotion over the shutting out from temples. Many temples are so holy
only Brahmans may enter them. Mookerji, the popular writer, was heartbroken because the priests
would not let him enter one temple on the ground
that he was defiled because of having crossed the
ocean. Most of the outcastes have their own temples or shrines; Ganesh's temples are open to all;
and anyone may bring offerings to the shrines scattered everywhere. The ,veIls are a different matter.
Many of them are fifty to a hundred feet deep and
twenty or thirty feet across. To draw water, a woman steps from projection to projection and has to
stand in the water to fill her jars. Many of the outcastes are filthy, verminous, diseased. Certainly they
should have water; but good wells ought to be dug
or streams dammed to make ponds for them. Doing
away with caste would not help any; people would
still fall into groups, the clean drawing away from
the dirty, the rich from the poor, the cultured from
the rude. It is their religion, not caste, that is at
fault; the only cure is a pure Gospel and the realization of the Kingdom of Heaven.
WORLD OUTLOOK
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Lee of Oregon

: ,

By Alson J. Smith *
..
.

ODAY, under the impact of national danger,
Americans are taking stock of their antecedents
and are finding new sources of inspiration and
courage. As Methodists, we can take particular pride
in the part our church has played in the building
of America. And perhaps the brightest chapter in
the entire history of American missions is the one
entitled "Jason Lee and Oregon."
It all started back in 1832. In the fall of that year
four travel-stained Indians of the Nez Perce tribe
arrived in St. Louis after an epic 2,OOO-mile trip
on foot from their native Idaho. They had come,
they said, to find "the White Man's Book of
Heaven," and to take it and teachers to interpret it
back to their tribal brethren. They were cordially
received and entertained by General William Clark,
the old explorer, who was then Commissioner for
Indian Affairs, but he did nothing about their mission. Disheartened, they started the long journey
back to the Northwest. Two had died in St. Louis
and another perished on the return trip, only one
finishing the unsuccessful pilgrimage.
However, the two who had set out from St. Louis
were accompanied part way on their homeward journey by George Catlin, the celebrated painter. Not
only did he paint pictures of the two-"The RabbitSkin-Leggings" and "No-Horns-on-His~Head"
which may today be seen in the National Gallery in
. 'Washington; he also took back to New York the
story of their search for the "White Man's Book."
The story got to Wilbur Fisk, the newly-elected
president of ·Wesleyan University, and he immediately wrote a ringing article on it which appeared in
the New York Christian Advocate and joumal under the heading: "A Great Proclamation I Missionary
Intelligence I Hearl Hearl Who will respond to the
~all from beyond the Rocky Mountains?"
In this Proclamation Fisk wrote:

The young man of whom Fisk wrote was Jason
Lee, who had been a student under h,im at Wil• Rev. Alson J. Smith is Methodist minister at Bayport, Long
. Island, New York;.
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Vve are having a mission established there (among
the Nez Perce Indians) at once. . . . . Money will be
forthcoming. I will be bondsman for the church. All
we want is the men. Who will go? Who? I know of one
young man who, I think, will go, and of whom I can
say, I know of none like him for the enterprise. If he
will go (and I have written to him on the subject) we
only want another and the mission will be commenced
the coming season. ''\Tere I young and unencumbered
how joyfully would I go! But this honor is reserved for
another. Bright will be his crown. Glorious his reward.
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Rev. Jason Lee
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braham Academy. Lee was a giant of a man, six feet
three inches in height, "frank and affable," "sincere and sound to the core." He accepted Fisk's
challenge, was admitted to the New England Conference, and ordained. In preparation for his task
he visited '\:Vashington and secured the indorsement
of President Andrew Jackson and the Secretaries of
State and War for the mission. This was necessary,
for the mission would have decided political implications. The whole Oregon country, consisting
of what.is now Oregon, Washington, Idaho, western Montana, and all of Canada up to Alaska was
held jointly by the United States and Great Britain
under a "Treaty of Joint Occupancy."
In 1834 Jason Lee started for Oregon, accompanied by his nephew, Daniel Lee, and Cyrus
Shepherd, a Methodist lay preacher. They were in
the company of Nat Wyeth, the Boston trader, who
was setting out to build an American trading post
at Fort Hall on the Snake River to offset the British Hudson's Bay Company post at Fort Boise. They
followed in general the route that later was to be
known as the Oregon Trail-up the Platte to Fort
Kearney, along the North Platte to Laramie, along
the Sweetwater and through the Rockies to Fort
Bridger in the southwest corner of Wyoming, up
through southeastern Idaho to Fort Hall on the
banks of the Snake, then along the Snake to Fort
Walla Walla at the edge of the Blue Mountains,
[ 167 ]
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Mrs. Anna Pillman Lee

and finally down the broad Columbia to the Hudson's Bay Company post at Fort Vancouver, across
the river from where Portland now stands.
At Fort Vancouver Lee and his little party were
met by the "old King" himself-Dr. John McLoughlin, chief factor of the Hudson's Bay Company. McLoughlin, one of the most picturesque figures in the
history of the ''''est, stood six feet four and wore
his white hair down to his shoulders. He was the
real ruler of the Oregon country-and a good ruler
he was, too. He welcomed the Methodist missionaries, sent out word to the Indians that they were not
to be harmed, and advised them to set up their
mission at the Dalles, on the Columbia. .This the
grateful New Englanders did. The little log. ~is- )
sion house at the Dalles became the first Chnstlan
outpost in the whole vast wilderness o~ the Pacific
Nortlnvest. Soon after, the Pr~ans, Henry
Spaulding and Marcus. '~hitma?, were. to con~e,
brinlTinlT
with them theIr mdomltable wIves, ElIza
o
0
Spaulding and Narcissa ''''hitman, the latter to share
with her husband the glory and tragedy of martyrdom. But at the time the Lee party arrived there
were no white women west of the Rockies in the
Oregon country, and only about fifty white menHudson's Bay Company employees, traders, American "mountain men." The little mission was all
island in a sea of Indians.
Indian converts at the Dalles were few and far
12
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between. Lee thought he saw a better site for the
work, one which would enable him to minister to
the few white man in Oregon as well as to the Indians. He moved the mission to the banks of the
\Villamette, near Champoeg. It was a wise move.
The Indians ,vere still difficult to convert, but the
Methodist mission became the center of American
life in Oregon-and something of a, thorn in the
side of old Dr. McLoughlin, the Hudson's Bay
Company, and the British government.
All this time the "Oregon Question" was growing
in importance.. It was obvious that Oregon would
. eventually· go to the country that could settle it,
and for this reason the Hudson's Bay Company had
long discouraged American settlement by circulating tales of unbelievable hardship and Indian terrorism, while at the same time secretly encouraging
Canadian settlers to come into the territory. Not
many Canadians came, however, an1 the American
"mountain men," who now made the Methodist
mission their headquarters, gradually were coming
closer and closer to open conflict with the Hudson's Bay Company and its_~mployees.
It was not long before Jason Lee was delegating
most of the mission work among the Indians to his
helpers and devoting himself to politics. He quickly
saw the potential richness of Oregon and urged
upon Congress the desirability of immediate settlement by Americans. This caused the Governor
of Prince Rupert Land, under whose jurisdiction
Oregon came, to write a troubled letter back to
Montreal:
There is a new menace. That American missionary,
jason Lee, whom Dr. McLoughlin in 1834 permitted,
against my advice, to settle in Oregon-yoll will remember, he is established on the \Villamette River, south of
Fort Vancouver-that missionary, on w.hom the Hudson's Bay Company, through J'vlcLoughlin, has heaped
favor after favor, and to whom it has given protection,
has written to the Congress a report so full of praise of
Oregon Territory, that the Congress has sent round to
the Pacific a naval brig, bearing an American named
Slacum, who is to investigate jason Lee's report.'"
Slacum did indeed come, but his report was inconclusive, and in 1838 Lee returned to the East
himself to plead with Congress for the immediate
settlement of OrelTon
and with the church for
o
money to carryon his mission on the \Villamette.
In a letter to Caleb Cushing, chairman of the House
Committee on Foreign Relations, Lee stated: "It
may be thought that Oregon is of little importance,
but rely upon it, there is the germ of a great ~tate."
But Oregon was far away, and there were lI1deed
many who thought it of little importance. Con0Tess was absorbed in the ;\Jexican question, the
;:,
I
.
(rrowinlT Abolition movement, and ot 1er pressl11g
~roblel~s. Oregon was, so to speak, "laid on the
table."
• From Honore 'Villsic ]\forrow's lI'e Must March.
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Lee had better luck w'ith the church, and in 18·10
he: returned to Oregon with a party of fifty-two.
including five ministers. He also had permission
from the mission board to purchase farm machinery.
iron works for a new grist mill and a sawmill, and
all kinds of merchandise. The amount of his oQTant
was $42,OOO-the largest ever made for missions by
the Methodist Church up to that time.
Lee's return to Oregon with such a large group
of American settlers greatly increased the political
tension. As early as 1838 the Methodist mission had
provided a magistrate and constables for the protection of the rights of Americans in the country, as an
offset to the fact that the Canadian government had
appointed magistrates to adjudicate matters for British subjects. By this time Jesuit missionaries had
come into Oregon, led by Father (later Bishop)
F. N. Blanchet, and to the existing political differences religious friction was now added. The FrenchCanadian employees of the Hudson's Bay Company
were Catholic, and the priests, who had come from
Canada, naturally sympathized with them as against
the Methodist missionaries and the Americ:ms.
In 1841 matters came to a head. A preliminary
meeting to consider ways and means of putting
Oregon under the American flag was h~ld at the
r-.Jethodist mission at Champoeg on February 7
with Jason Lee as chairman. As a result of this
meeting a popular meeting was called for Champoeg
for May 2, 1843, where a vote was to be taken.
On May 2, 1843, virtually the entire white population of Oregon assembled in the barn of the mission at Champoeg. There were impassioned speeches
on both sides. A committee which had been set up
at the 1841 meeting turned in a report urging that
a provisional government be set up until Oregon
could be taken into the United States. Father
Blanchet urged his French-Canadians to vote "no"
to this, and so they did. But when Joe Meek, the
picturesque American "m~untain man," got up and
shouted, "All those who favor the committee's report follow me," all the Americans, led by the Meth
odists, rushed cheering to his side. They outvoten
the opposition by a considerable margin.
The next step was to draft a plan for provisional

government. This was dune, and a social compact
modeled after the constitution of Iowa was drawn
up. Its preamble reads as follows:
We, the people of the Oregon TerritOl-y, for the purposes of mutual protection and to secure peace and
prosperity among ourselves agree to adopt the following laws and regulations until such time as the United
States of America shall extend their jurisdiction over LIS.
On April 8, 1845, at Champoeg, from four candidates, George Abernethy, the mission steward, was
elected as the first Provisional Governor of Oregon.
On June 15, 1846, the whole "Oregon Question"which by this time had brought the United States
and Great Britain to the brink of war-was settled
by a treaty setting the boundary between the United
States and Canada at the 49th parallel.
As a means of converting the Indians, Jason Lee's
mission was not conspicuously successful-none of
the missions to the Indians were. But it did pave
the way for the settlement of Oregon, and it insured the building of a great state on a Christian
foundation. Streams of settlers poured over the
Oregon Trail or up the broad Columbia, to be
gTeeted by the friendly query: "Did you come the
Plains over, the Isthmus across, or the Horn
around?" And wherever they went they found the
mission schools, stations, and log churches of the
men of Champoeg and their descendants.
Lee himself died in 1845, by common consent
"one of the most statesmanlike and heroic figures
in missionary annals." In his book Fifty Years in
01'egOJl, former Governor T. T. Geer says:

"
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I do not now and never did belong to the Methodist
Church, but certainly no loyal Oregonian breathes with
soul so dead as to deny for a moment the great obligation his state owes to that organization for its great
work during the decade between 1830 and 1840 in
making the initial occupancy of the Oregon country.

Jason Lee belongs in a great company-Brother
Van of Montana, Tom Iliff of Utah, William Taylor of California. Truly, the Methodist pioneer
preacher carried civilization in his saddlebags!

He Raised the Asking
Dr. John Paul Tyler, District Superintendent, Portsmouth, Virginia,. started on his
round of quarterly conferences at which the churches were to be asked to accept
World Service apportionments. But he did not tell the churches the amounts they
were asked to accept. Instead, as a devotional service, he read at each meeting the
booklet "I Confess My Faith," by Madame Chiang Kai-shek, and asked how much
the church would give through World Service to continue such a missionary program. Result: ,113 per cent of the askings was accepted.
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Travels In
Africa

I

By Helen E. Springer *
nRE Foreign Missions a fail-

God unto salvation. The most pessimistic person could not call this
never more convinced of
field a failure. And it was not only
the power of the Gospel in Africa
a revelation to us but also to Jacob
than during our travels last year.
Kamilombilo, of Camp Fires tales,
In everyone of the five Conferwho was our chauffeur in the
ences in Central Africa the native
Congo. He preached most acceptchurches and the groups of beably and made friends wherever he
lievers in villages are increasing
went; his driving was almost perand the congregations growing in
fect on some of the most dangerous
spite of the fact that there are so
roads through the mountains and
few missionaries that the adequate
swamps. He could hardly believe
training of the much larger numwhat he saw with his eyes and
ber of native leaders needed is one
heard with his ears.
of our greatest problems. The exThe next Conference was slated
tra heavy loads that most of the
for Luanda, and we drove southmissionaries on the field are havwest to Sandoa near the frontier.
ing to carry is threatening or
On acco~l11t of gas rationing, we
Bishop and Mrs. John M. Springer.
breaking the heal th of several of
could not drive in Angola as of
Belgian Congo. Africa
them.
yore. While the Bishop went on
And here I must pause to tell
the train {rom Dilolo, I had to stay
you hmv we praise God for the return of Dr. Hughwith Miss Lerbak, for he did not know just how he
lett for the medical work at Minga, of the Ayres.
would get there. Several particular Providences enwho will be a Godsend to Tunda, and of the. Perabled him finally to reach the charming city of
sons, who will proceed to Liberia.
Luanda in good time. Eight of the nine missionaries
Our first call in Central Congo was at Minga.
on the field were present; only three men. The ConThe Morrison Memorial Chapel is filled every
ference showed more than ever how much too small
Sunday. But the strain on the few there has been
the church there is for its congregation, despite the
terrific, and some relief comes with Dr. Hughlett
sixteen chapels round about the city. Then with
back and other adjustments. Next came Tunda, a
three other men he visited the Dembo country where
half day's drive, near the end of which we cross the
ten thousand converts had been won by those who
wide Lomami River where the tsetse flies that
heard the Word when working in Luanda. These
carry the horrible sleeping sickness germs try to
people on their own have built chapels and churches.
take toll of all the helpless passengers on the
one of which seats 2,000. Services on Sunday had to
be held out-of-doors, as 3,012 were present. They
pontoon. 'Ve were so glad to see Dr. and Mrs. Lewis
back there where Miss Moore has had to carryon
are begging for missionaries to come and .live in
all that medical work, including the care of a leper
their midst to teach and train them. Do pray that
colony, for nearly two years. It's a marvel that the
their prayers may bring someone to them even in I
pole-and-mud hospital hasn't fallen down long ago.
this time of difficult travel.
The government has condemned it. Praise be that
What a relief when the Bishop got back to Sandoa
there are funds for a new one. And now Mr. Ayres
in time to reach Kapanga for the Conference there I
is there to build it. Mrs. Ayres is also a trained nurse.
It was just thirty years before that we had at last
Then the Conference at the Wembo Nyama stareached this capital town. Mwata Yamvo had weltion, the largest in the Conference. As I sat there in
comed us and allowed us to pitch our tent within the
walls surrounding his big harem. We slept then on
the large church and looked around on the congregation, I could scarcely realize that when the misthe ground, and it was bitterly cold at nights; but
we went away with ·warm hearts, for we felt that we
sionaries came to this Otetela field only twenty-eight
had made friends. The King asked for a doctor like
years ago, this tribe was one of the most degraded in
"Totolo," Dr. Walter Fisher, who was stationed far
all Africa. But now look on the keen faces of these
away to the south, but whose fame had reached here.
fine pastors and leaders; see the fine chapels, a numAnd
that is whyitwasa·doctor, Arthur L. Piper, and
ber of them of burnt brick, erected at their own exhis wife who were sent there, and they are still
pensel It is verily a miracle showing the power of
there and were our hosts. They· and· Miss Marie
• Mrs. Springer is the wife of Bishop John M. Springer, bishop
Jensen are doing their best not only to take care of
in charge of Me~hodist missions in Central Africa.

J:i. ure? I'll say not, and I ,vas
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the hospital and the big medical work, but to look
after everything else, including a large district with
at least sixty outstations. And the contrast? You
could never understand unless you had seen the
place as it was and is now. Praise the Lordi
The contrast in way of travel is equally great.
Then we had to wade swamps and rivers and were
lucky to make twenty miles in one day. This year
we made the trip of 526 miles fTom Kapanga to
Elisabethville in two days, stopping for short calls
at stations en route. 'Ve had one week at home filled
with work and then took the train for Umtali, for the
gas rationing was too strict to permit driving. The
train was crowded, and we could have driven down
much more easily, quickly, and for less money; but
these are war times. I wish you could have been with
us when we spoke at josiah Chimbadzwa's church in
Salisbury and seen the crowd of about one thousand
fine young African men and women, a union congregation of British and American Methodists. It
is again hard to realize that I was the first white
woman josiah had ever seen as a child in his grandfather Mtasa's capital. josiah is not only a fine
preacher and pastor but an earnest evangelist, winning men to Christ.
Another night on the noisy, rough train and we
came to Umtali at 5 A.M. and were met by Mr.
Sells and little Dorothy, who drives the car like a
veteran. After breakfast, six of us were jammed
into the car (had to save gas) and off to Mutambara
fifty miles away. Some had thought it too remote,
but George Roberts would not hear of a change of
place, gas or no gas. And somehow or other they
managed to get there, and we had a glorious session.
That is an annual conference now, and those pastors and laymen are men and women to be proud
of and worthy of the name of Christians. These
Manicas whom a neighboring tribe once enslaved
and called "dirty dogs" are no longer hunted into
their mountain recesses, but many are fine characters, intelligent and devoted.
vVe regret that Korea had to lose Dr. Anderson,
but we rejoice that he came to Rhodesia. In addition to his other work, with Miss Whitney's help,
he is training a fine class of Christian nurses, mostly
the daughters of pastors.
We had to hurry to get to the next Conference at
Kambini and had booked on a plane from Beira. But
when we got there, the two large planes had been
taken off for another route, and the remaining plane,
a little one for four passengers, was full. I almost
wept till I saw it limping off. 'Ve learned later that
it had to make a forced landing, and whether it
ever got to Inhambane, we don't know yet. So back
we went to Umtali and tried to hire a car. Nothing
doing. Finally Grace Clark let us take the Hostel
car. It was a two-day drive in the heat and sand, but
we got there. The first day we were held up for
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the pontoon at the iluzi River for nearly two hours.
But as we went along the road, we understood how
the Lord's hand was in the delay, for we thus escaped running into a big herd of elephants. 'Ve
saw their fTesh spoor and then saw them off at the
side on a vlej in plain sight. There were about
lifty of them. Truly God leads and works in a mys.
terious way for our safety.
'Ve reached Kambini at sunset the next day.
Brother Pliny Keys had been very ill for month's,
and four hours after we ani ved he crossed his Last
River and landed on the Heavenly Shore. In April
the Keys had been booked on a boat for furlough
but decided not to go. That boat did not reach
America. Everyone was so glad that he came back
to the station where he had spent thirty-three splendid years and was there at last laid to rest where
his loved converts could visit his grave, and that
his brave little white-haired wife is there to carry
on instead of sleeping beneath the Atlantic. The
funeral on Sunday morning was more like a coronation than a funeral. We felt that we could see the
crowd of witnesses greeting him as he arrived in
Gloryland.
He had built that artistic church which was
crowded that day. Someone had said to him during
his illness that this Church would be his memorial.
"Not at all," he said with all the strength he could
muster. "My memorial will be in the lives of these
with whom I have worked." And it is a monument
of which he may well be proud.
'Vhen we got back through the grilling heat to
Umtali, we heard the sad news that Rev. C. C.
Hartzler had broken nervously. He had completed
an ordinary term and should have been on furlough. Extra strains came and proved too much.
Five weeks in the hospital at Elisabethville greatly
restored him, happily. His treatment is being continued in Bulawayo.
The Everetts and Miss Jensen conducted Mr.
Hartzler and' his wife to Bulawayo and proceeded
to South Africa for a needed change themselves.
That left only four missionaries in this big Conference area till the Persons came, and they are
giving temporary help till they go on to Liberia.
All nine missionaries on the field were at Conference. 1'v1r. Bartlett is alone here at Elisabethville
with a day school of over 700 children and only
native teachers, a church with more than 1,000
members, a large district, the Book Concern, the
Treasurer's job, and innumerable other things on
his slight shoulders. Miss Lerbak is alone at Sandoa;
no one at Kanene or Mulungwishi or jadotville but
native workers; the Pipers alone at Kapanga, till
Miss jensen comes back at the end of the year; and
the Everetts on their return will take over jadotville. You can see for yourselves how much we need
your prayers.
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Child Labor In
Wartill1e
By Mrs. W. A. Newell *
AST and r;lpid changes in the whole economy
of the United States have drained the nation's
manpower into the armed forces and essential
industry; and ever-increasing numbers of young people are taking their places in ;Ill forms of employment. It was to be expected that under the spirit
of the times boys and girls of high-school age would
\'oluntarily leave school for work. High wages furnish an additional lure to work after school hours,
on Saturdays, in vacations and to complete abandonment of school. 'What price are they paying
and what will be the nation's gain or loss?
It has taken years of wise, persistent effort to
build up the standards of protection of minors in
employment and to get them embodied in federal
and state legislation. Can the nation afford :mother
long period for their re-establishment if weakened
now under stress of war needs?
That this is a real danger, witness an official pronouncement of the Departments of 'Val', Navy, and
Labor, issued in January, 19'12, stating that standards controlling employment of minors under sixteen years should not be relaxed in readjustmems
of plants to defense production, because of the necessity of preserving social gains.
A measure of protection is afforded by the Feeleral 'Wage-Hour Act in the prohibition to interstate commerce of goods in the manufacture of
which children under the age of sixteen years have
been employed. Additional safeguards have gradual-

V

Frec-J4ance Photographers GUild

A fifteen·year-old girl who works all day standing up in a cap
factory. Nebraska now allows girls 01 sixteen to work until
one-thirty A.M. Maine exempts "temale supervisors and as·
sistants sixteen years 01 age" Irom the lilty-Iour·hour week.
Placements 01 minors sixteen to seventeen years 01 age in·
creased two hundred per cenl in 1942 in seven slates
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Iy been established in state legislation. Thirteen
states set a sixteen-year age minimum for employment during school hours, and in most other states
the minimum is fourteen years.
During 1942 six state legislatures had child labor
bills under consideration. Review of these bills reveals a dangerous effort toward lowering standards.
especially those governing employment of minors,
in agriculture, in seasonal work in canneries during
the school year, and in bowling alleys.
In New Jersey a law was enacted lowering the
age from eighteen to sixteen years as the minimum
age for pin-boys in bowling alleys. Boys sixteen to
eighteen years may work until eleven-thirty at night.
Michigan and 'Visconsin lowered the age to seventeen a'nd fifteen' respectively by ruling. Bills IOlliering the minimum age ahd permitting later night
work in bowling alleys failed in Connecticut, Massachusetts, New York, and New Jersey. This was on~
of the hopeful signs. Several states had bills before
them relaxing various protective provisions which
failed because deemed by authorities to be "unnecessary and unwise."
Nebraska now permits "females of sixteen years"
to work until I :30 A.M. Maine exempts "female su-'
pervisors and assistants sixteen years of age" from
the fifty-four-hour week. Indiana exempted newsboy ~arriers from all regulatIons of the Child Labor
law.
Laws permitting l'elease of children for agricultural work were passed in New York and New Jersey; in New York for thirty days and New Jersey
for fifteen, Result in New York was a loss of 125,000
days of schooling for nearly 20,000 children, twenty
per cent of them from the elementary grades.
Some temporary concessions were made in rulings'
by the Children's Bureau on the 'Vage-Hour Act
in recognition of war needs, but with due regard
for child welfare. A major battle was fought in
Congress over a bill which would suspend for the
duration the provisions of the Sugar Act. The provision sets a minimum ag'e of fourteen years and an
eight-hour day for children in the sugar industry.
This industry has in the past been one of the chief
offeriders in the matter of child labor; it was gratifying, therefore, to know that several beet sugar
gTowers expressed their disapproval of the bill at
• ;\frs. Newell, who was superintcndcnt of the Bnreau of Christian Social Relations in the ''''oman's Missionary Council of the
[ormcr M. E. Church, South, and is now a membcr of the Committee on Economic Relations under the Department of Christian
Social Relations and Local Church Activities, is well known as a
leader in Methodist circles. This article is most "aluable for those
program leaders who. are preparing ~or the May program i.n the
"'oman's Society. It IS also of great ll11portance for all chalrnlcn
o[ Christian Citi7enship Committees,
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the Committee hearing, and their complete sympathy with present child labor limitations of the
Sugar Act.
Failure of the bill was largely due to testimony
against it by representatives of influential organizations. Mr. Courtenay Dinwiddie, Secretary of the
National Child Labor Committee, said: "This bill
says in effect to all sugar producers in the name of
the Congress of the United States: 'Gentlemen, it
is open season on children for you. All restricrions
are off. Do what you will with them for the duration, and we'll look the other way and call it patriotism.' "
Records of the Children's Bureau show that
placements of minors sixteen and seventeen years
of age increased nearly one hundred per cent in
the first six months of 1941 over those of the same
period in 1940; and that 50,000 children of fourteen years secured work permits in 1941. Placements
of minors sixteen and seventeen years of age increased nearly a hundred per cent in all but the
western and south central states; and two hundred
per cent in seven states.
Not only were child labor laws relaxed and work
permits increased; violations of the Wage-Hour Act
restrictions doubled in 1942. Below are a few instances from the many found by investigators for
the Child Labor Committee in several areas. From
Illinois: many violations have been occurring in
bowling alleys and retail stores, some in factories.
Young children have been delivering groceries before school and in traffic.
From the Connecticut Department of Labor:
children of £Tom twelve to fifteen years were working up to sixty hours a week at night, while trying
to go to school by day. Less than a month ago, a
sleepy-eyed twelve-year-old, his agility dulled by
lack of sleep, couldn't get out of the way of a speeding ball fast enough. He lost two fingers.
Shrimp canneries on the Atlantic coast show
serious violations. Among twenty-five children under fourteen years of age the youngest was eight
years old. Local school officials complained that
school attendance fell off when there was work in
the fish ho.use and many children, after a time, left
school altogether.
The proprietor of a drive-in restaurant in California was fined fifty dollars for hiring a thirteenyear-old girl and requiring her to work from 6 P.M.
to 3 A.M. A garage in Hartford, Connecticut, employed two twelve-year-old boys and one fourteenyear-old six nights a week from 7:30 to 1I :30 P.M.,
helping to load a bakery truck. Three milk truck
drivers were arrested in Nlassachusetts for employing boys under fourteen before 6: 30 A.l\L One of
them rose at 2 A.M. and worked until 6 A.M. His
school day followed.
Bowling alleys are chief offenders in working
children late at night. Justification is offered in that
this is a favorite diversion for soldiers in camps. In
APRIL
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Potato worker in New York
New York permilling release
result was a loss of 12S.000
twenty per cent of whom

Photos:rllphers Gulld

State. Laws were passed' recently in
of children for agricultural work. The
days of schooling for 20,000 children.
were from the elementary grades
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Cleveland the Consumers' League reports that forty
children in one school fell asleep in classes one
morning. They had all been working on pin-balls
the night before. In Chicago one principal complained that fifty small boys in her school were
falling asleep in class and dropping behind in
school work-some of them were under twelve years
of age.
Accidents due to fatigue occur frequently. A
fifteen-year-old boy working in a butcher shop in a
New Jersey city was impaled on a meat hook during the absence of the owner from the shop. In
Kansas City a twelve-year-old boy stuck his head
in the elevator shaft to see if the elevator was coming up. It was going down and the boy was rushed
to the hospital.
The need of farm workers grows more critical as
the months pass. 'Ve are told that food will win
the war. 'Vhere will men and women be fOllnd to
take the places of owners, tenants, and hired laborers who have gone into army, navy, and defense
industries?
'Vhen crops are spoiling in the fields and fruits
are rotting on the ground-food that will be sorely
needed to feed the armed fO~'ces, the starving people
in occupied nations of Europe, and civilians at
home-it would seem reasonable to grant temporary
concessions for the salvage of foods by school boys
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Phlllp Gendreau

Collon picking children on the "home farm." One of the hardest
things to regulate is the hours' of work and the age limit
of a child on his family's farm. Schools in the counties of one
state are creating public opinion by sending buses of school
children of fourteen years old or more for eolian picking and
supervising the hours of work. These children work only on
Saturdays. It is advised that no child be permilled to work
full time in the fields who is less than fourteen years of age

,,,ill

and girls when their work for a few days
be
the only resource. The New Jersey and New York
adjustments of laws referred to above are cases in
point. Some counties in North Carolina met the
cotton-picking emergency in a spell of good weather
in the fall of 1942 in a way that superintendents
and teachers believe did the children no harm, and
may have been quite as educational as the usual
outings of baseball teams and glee clubs in the
school year.
In Salisbury, North Carolina, by arrangement
with the North Carolina Employment Service, children from both the white and the Negro high
schools were transported by trucks sent in by the
farmers to the cotton farms of Rowan County on
four Saturdays. They were paid a dollar and a
quarter per hundred pounds first picking, a dollar
and a half for the second. 'White children gave the
money to their school for a recreation project. Another group gave to Scouts and Girl Reserves.
Others kept the money earned for their personal
needs. Pupils from the Negro high school used their
money to assist in their school expenses.
Early in 1942 the Children's Bureau of the
United States Department of Labor brought to·
gether a General Advisory Committee on Protection
of Young vVorkers to furnish direction in the field
of employment of children and youths, recognizing
the need of concerted and intelligent planning for
movement of youthful workers into industry, com·
merce, and agriculture, in order to fulfill the most
insistent needs of the children and of the nation's
production.
A special program for wartime agriculture has
been formulated also, in co-operation with the Of18
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fice of Education, the Department of Agriculture,
and the United States Employment Service, from
which we quote:
."N 0 proposals for employment of young workers
during normal school terms are to be approved
unless the United States Employment Service for
the state determines, on the basis of full information, that the farm need cannot be filled by older
persons resident in the locality or reasonably available from outside."
It is urged that youth sixteen years of age and
older shall be engaged before those of fourteen and
fifteen years, that schools should endeavor to plan
school work to dovetail with farm work, and that
attendance at school and farm work shall be adjusted to interfere as little as possible with normal
progress; further, it is advised that children of
fourteen and fifteen years not be released [rom
school for farm labor unless the need can be met in
no other way.
Provisions must be made for safeguarding health,
through proper hours, safe and suitable transportation, adequate housing for those living away [rom
home and wages at not less than the established
rates. The plan does not contemplate employment
of children under fourteen years away from their
home farms under any conditions.
The Advisory Committee laid down general principles to be observed in employment of different
age groups. For children under fourteen years, sharing in home, school, and leisure-time activities will
furnish a full program. For children of the fourteen- and fifteen-year ages, development of their
powers in school and in any employment should be
the first consideration. Health, education, and play
are of prime importance. Boys and girls between
sixteen and eighteen years should be encouraged to
remain in school.' Such work as they are called on
to perform should lead to improvement of their
skills and to preparation for life. They should also
be protected (Tom undue strain, overlong hours,
.
.and hazardous employment.
The best legal protection that can be put on our
statute books is useless in a time like this without
intelligent support in the local community to make
it effective. Either in the older welfare organizations
or in church societies, there should be men and
women devoted to carrying out the spirit of this
program, expressed in these words by the Advisory
Committee:
"Nothing is more important to children and
youth of all ages than a program which will aid
them . . . . in dealing with problems both of the
present and the future.
"The education and healthful growth and development of children and young people are of
fundamental importance in the war effort. They arc
equally essential in preparing them to take the vital
part which must be theirs in carrying forward during the difficult post-war period."
WORLD
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Missions' Stake In
the
Armed Forces

U. S. Na.vy from Three Lions

A United States Marine Corporal in Guadalcanal giving
food to Japanese work crew prisoners. Not only is he feeding the prisoners; he is also giving the prisoners their
first impression of a man brought up in a Christian nation

U. S. Anny Crom Three Lion.

Men of peace train for war duties in the School of
Chaplains. A Baptist and a Methodist chat before they
receive their assignments. These chaplains exercise
a very great influence in the Negro commands
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G. A.. Douclns from Gendreau

Men on the seas receive books which have been sent. many of
them, by church people. The government has prepared books to
interpret to the sailor the land to which his boat may sail. The
church member must select his gifts of books with the same
care for promoting international good will and understanding
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U. S. Army Crom Three Lions

United States soldiers at the Taj Mahal in India. The
friendliness of the ordinary American boy is making a
friendly atmosphere in India toward America. Missionaries
can do a great service in interpreting India to those young
Americans in order that that atmosphere may continue
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A Lovely Lady
By Florence Hooper *

One of Methodism's great ladies of the past, Mrs. William
Fraser McDowell. It was she who said, "We must run twice
as fast in this missiona.ry business just to keep where we are"

O

N the campus of the Isabella Thoburn College at Lucknow, India, stands a chapel,
erected "to the glory of God and in memory
of Clotilda Lyon McDowell." Those who see it are
wont to exclaim, "How like the lovely lady herself!" In some elusive way the building does seem
to embody the grace and attractiveness, the strength
and aspiration of her whose name it bears.
It is like her because it is beautiful. "She walked
in beauty"-of face and bearing, of voice and taste
and fine discrimination, beauty of mind and motive,
of high spirit and womanly tenderness, Loveliness
is her legacy to a world she helped to make a happier place.
Clotilda Lyon was born at Galion, Ohio, on
March 14, 1858. Since her father was a teacher and
a Methodist, her going, in due time, to Ohio Wesleyan University was almost foreordained. A likely
lad came to school the year she entered. He seemed
foreordained, tool They graduated in 1880, were
married on September 20, 1882, and started, an
unusually handsome and able pair, on a career of
• Miss Hooper, for many years the treasurer of the former
Woman's Foreign Missionary Society, knew Mrs. McDowell both
as a friend and as an executive of the Society. We can think of no
one better able to tell the story of Mrs. McDowell than Miss
Hooper. This is the first of a series of articles written of the great
women of the church by those who knew them best.-EoIToRs
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wide influence and great distinction. The lad of
course was William Fraser McDowell. In the interval between graduation and marriage, he studied
at Boston University School of Theology, while
IVliss Lyon taught country school.
"Clotilda," the Bishop used to say, "is easy to
look at." He was right. How many women, all over
the world, seeing her, have desired more gracious
beauty in themselves. A charming, intellectual face;
a talent for wearing the right clothes; a queenly
carriage-there you have the lady as she looked.
Her voice was rich and musical. "My husband
does not want me to have my voice trained for
public speaking," she once said. "He likes it, amateur and feminine as it is." Her audiences liked it
that way, too. Often, when
a meetino- drago-ed or a
· 0 0
situation got out of hand;:Mrs. McDowell, speaking,
redeemed, as if by magic, the dullness, and restored
harmony.
Her mind was a thing of beauty and power. Intuitive rather than rational, her thinking was by
leaps and bounds, never pedestrian.' She seldom
seemed logical, yet her~onclusions were far-sighted,
liberal, and usually correct. She was mentally up to
the minute, without ever posing as a modern. Sometimes her womanly sympathy overcame her judgment; more often, deep sympathy and accurate
judgment 'i'Ol'ked together.
.
Mrs. McDmvell was spiritually beautiful. Her
religion was in proportion and balance, with an
ardent human quality and an unquenchable sense
of humor. Always she kept her priceless ability to
laugh. She was progressive in religious opinion, intense in inner spiritual life. Indeed she exemplified
the early Methodist tradition-a cultured soul and a
burning desire to share the riches acquired in
happy comradeship with the Lord Jesus. Fires of the
Spirit were kindled where she came. Avenues to
dear realization of Christ opened. In difficulty, she
saw him as the way out. In success, she recognized
his unfailing and sure response.
So you see the lady and the chapel are very much
alike. Both bring the beauty of Go9. down to earth.
Both inspire and reassure.
The life which the McDowells started together
in 1882 proved interesting, exacting and increasingly important. One daughter, Olive, came to be their
delight and pride. In 1890 Dr. McDowell became
chancellor of the University of Denver. During his
nine-year administration, financial crises swept over
America, one in 1890; another, far more serious, in
1893. Times were desperately hard for the young
faculty wives. The university, caught in nationWORLD
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On the campus of the Isabella Thobum College at Lucknow. India. stands a
chapel. erected "to the glory of God and in memory of Clotilda Lyon McDowell"

wide stringency, simply could not get funds ''lith
which to pay salaries. Often there was no cash at all.
Perhaps it was because of severe training under
such bedrock conditions that Mrs. McDowell, in
later years, kept personal financial problems out of
social conversation and always seemed quite at ease
about them. Knowing the value of money, she was
not extravagant but spent wisely for things of the
,best quality. In the prosperous periods which followed Denver she was generous, especially to students and to carefully-selected educational and missionary enterprises.
.
A Methodist preacher's wife has her full share of
. moving<lays. Clotilda McDowell was no exception.
Her next home was in New York City for several
happy and exciting years, during which her husband
was secretary of the Board of Education of the
Methodist Episcopal Church. A distinguished and
powerful Methodist group opened to receive the
newcomers. Who that knew New York Methodism
in those days will ever forget the "royal" ladies,
Clotilda Lyon McDowell, Louise McCoy North,
Minna Speare Haven, Edna White Tipple? For intellectual and personal and social charin, their like
would be far to seek.
Election to the bishopric at the General Confer·
ence of 1904 shifted the McDowells to the Chicago
area, with residence at Evanston. "Olive and I will
stand by you" read the telegram which launched the
new bishop on a notable episcopal career, in which
wife and daughter were balance wheel and incentive. In a big house by Lake Michigan, Mrs. McDowell's genius for making her home an expression
of her own dignity and sweetness found ample scope.
She had the engaging knack of putting guests at ease
and letting them enjoy themselves as they wished.
The wide world contributed bealHiful and unusual
APRIL
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furnishings; the lady's taste arranged them alluringly.
Late in 1903, the first dark shadow loomed. The
beloved Olive, falling ill of a heart ailment in the
first weeks of her freshman year at Goucher College,
had to leave school and start, with her mother, on a
quest for health which lasted long and took them far
afield. The illness grew steadily worse. One Easter
week, in Florida, before the Bishop could arrive,
the adored daughter died. Deep and terrible were
the scars of grief in the hearts of her parents. Years
afterward, I sat with Mrs. McDowell at General
Conferente, when word came that a delegate, hastening home to his dau?;hter's bedside, had arrived
too late. I heard a sudden sobbing breath and saw
Mrs. McDowell's face suffuse. Instantly solicitous,
the Bishop, from the platform, also saw the effect
of the announcement. With a gesture of ineffable
tenderness and comfort, he waved and smiled.
Through her tears, his wife smiled back, able now
to control her never-ending sorrow.
"'What's the matter, lady dear?" I asked when
she awoke one morning, nervous and distraught, in
the hotel bedroom we were sharing. "Nothing,
really," she answered shamefacedly. "But I'm worried; I dreamed of Olive last night. When I do,
I'm always afraid my husband is ill. Silly, but I
can't help it." Not until a telegram to her home
had been sent and a reply received, could she believe her terror was wholly unfounded.
Olive's death left Mrs. McDowell badly in need
of a meaningful and important "job." Need and
opportunity met when the Woman's Foreign Missionary Society of the Methodist Episcopal Church
offered her its presidency. The office demanded all
a woman's best and challenged her to exceed even
that. Accepting it, Clotilda Lyon McDowell entered,
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in 1908, the fruitful public phase of her life, which
lasted almost all the rest of her days.
Without seeming to, she possessed unusual executive ability. This she began at once to use, quietly and effectively, in one of her most valuable
contributions to the great society-the improvement
of its home-base structures. She found a group of
eleven loosely related branches, each going pretty
much its own way; she left a closely knit, vital entity with eleven subunits, still working independently, .but according' to a definitely conceived central
plan.
Returning with Bishop McDowell in 1911 from a
roundcthe-world episcopal to~r, she delivered addresses which became classics in the memory of the
thousands who heard them. Remember her thrilling
picture of Bishop Bashford, weighted down with
China's problems, trudging gallantly, in pouring
rain, up a Chinese hillside, past Chinese graves?
And the little brown, naked India babies she longed
to carry, Indian-mother fashion, on her hip? For
missionaries, she won new understanding, as she
revealed their perplexities, their successes, their
heroism, and even their defects. "Jill e must run
twice as fast in this missionary business just to keej)
whe1'e we m"e" was the theme of a telling Alice-in'!Vonderland speech. For sheer grace, I have never
known the equal of her parable of the 'white lilac
bush ,vhich she had coaxed lovingly from near death
to clouds of bloom, all in her small city garden plot.
About parliamentary law, she knew little and
cared less. Yet she was a superlative presiding officer,
especially in platform meetings. Her social sense
indicated the right thing to do; her sense of proportion rounded a program into almost perfect
unity.
She had an unusual faculty for apt quotation of
the finest in literature. One line from Mrs. Browning, her friends will always call hers, "The little
more, and how much it is; the little less, what a
world away." So too the majestic words which
seemed part and parcel of her, "In quietness and
confidence shall be your strength." yet she was no
blue stocking. When she was weary, her choice of
books was fairly horrifying, descending gaily almost
to penny thrillers. At annual meetings she and I
maintained a regular exchange of novels-any old
novels-feather-light, to put us to sleep of nights.
This was a very human lady. Occasional outbursts
of unreasonable irritation were shocking until one
saw her swift and complete contrition. "My husband and I have just had a fight," she told me huffily
one day. "About the laundry," she added heavily;

then she grinned as I laughed aloud. A moment later
the Bishop, across the room, looked toward her
and she grinned at him too. She was self-willed and'
at times ruthless and a bit arrogant. But always
her basic goodness asserted itself promptly and
quickly assumed imperative control.
The youth of the Orient possessed Mrs. McDowell's heart, and fired her creative imagination.
Ideals to inspire them, colleges to train them, were
subjects for ceaseless planning. To her were due in
very large measure the "Woman's Foreign Missionary Society's significant investments of money and
of personnel in Christian colleges for oriental
women. Honoring her, the Society crystallized her
dreams in the "Clotilda Lyon McDowell Foreign
Students' Fellowship Fund" established in 1921 for
graduate training in the United States.
Today, McDowell fellows hold positions of leadership in India, China, Japan, and Korea. The Memorial Chapel, built, after her death, at Isabella
Thoburn College, was the beautiful postcript to
her eager efforts in behalf of the young women who
in some measure filled Olive's vacant place. Yes, in
some measure, but never- quite; given the privilege
of naming a great girls' school in Central China,
she called it Olivet.
The final period of Mrs. McDowell's life was
spent in Washington, D. C., to which city her
husband was tranferred in 1916. "Fraser loves this
town," she told me once; "he likes the importance
and excitement and pomp of it.': Without doubt,
. Clotilda as well as Fraser liked Washington and'
fitting perfectly into its milieu well and truly rep.
resented Methodism there.
Some years before her death, she resigned from
official connection with the missionary'society she
had done so much to upbuild. But she never relinquished active concern for it. Despite increasing
invalidism she still spoke, informally, the final word
on many of its perplexing problems. She still retained membership on several of the committees
for union Christian colleges. She still exerted a
world-wide influence on institutions and on individuals.
In 1930, two days after Christmas, interestedly
aware that her earthly course was ending, alert,
blessed to the last with that perennial sense of humor, Clotilda Lyon McDowell, dying; passed into
new and expanding life. How fair a memory she
left! Ever her feminine weaknesses magnify her enduring charm. The gracious things her clear brain
evolved will live forever. Truly she "walked in
beauty" and will always-a lovely lady.

Next month World Outlook presents another great lady of the past, Miss
Carrie Barge.
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Charles FenD

Guns roaring somewhere on India's coast line. For the first lime in history Amer.
ican soldiers and Indian soldiers are meeting on India soil against a common
danger. Indians have known Americans formerly not so much through business
men (as is so common in the Far East) but through missionaries. Both the mission·
aries and the American military force have a great opportunity for building
toward good relations between Indians and Americans for the post-war world

In India Today
i:
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Christian railway workers· of the Indus River Conference in India cleared this
space for their worship. After the war they plan a church. The Indian Christians are
more and more coming to the place where they build their own places of worship

Photo from Three Lions

Indian workers in a munitions factory', In
spite of the spinning wheel tradition young
India is eager to learn factory methods. The
children of old agricultural India are begin.
ning to realize that if they are to be on equal
economic terms with other nations of the
world they must develop their own industries
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Young people of India who cannot go to slale or mission schools have been laught to
read and write Ihrough Ihe adult literacy campaign thai is sweeping through the vil·
lages. This village has been laught to read and write by Nalha Singh. graduate
of the Melhodist Seminary at Bareilly and a devout Christian. More and more Indian
leaders are taking over the work that was once carried on by missionaries

I

A brisk game of hockey on an Indian playing field in the cool of Ihe day. The playing
field is part of every mission school. boys'
or girls'. planned by missionaries as part of
the program of building strong bodies
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In the Punjab section Indian Christians' meet in an open
courtyard. They too' are determined to build their own
church after the war. Notice that this is the woman's section of the church where tradition, which few missionaries
break, demands that the women sit separately

Photo

u.

S. Army from Three Lions

American soldiers, who know little of tradition, are here teaching their army nurses to
play baseball. The nurses have come from
Burma 10 India. In spite of the shaltering of
old customs a good time is had by all
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Che.rles Fenn

Young Indian officers enjoy a moment off for reading magazines and leiters from home. 'Well-educated
Indians are well acquainted with English writings
and are beginning to know American. There is
an attempt being made to give the American
soldier some knowledge of the culture of India

Camouflage designed by Indians and
British working together. The screen
stretches over the shining river so that
no enemy plane can chart its course by
the river. It also protects the pontoon
bridge over which troops can march
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No gas for evangelistic work in India today. But that does not disturb Miss
Ida Farmer, missionary under the Woman's Division of Christian Service.
She sets out on her rounds on the Aligah District in a two-wheeled oxcart. The Indian superintendent goes over the district on a bicycle
!Jhoto U. S. Army from Three Lions

Even the U. S. Army saves gas. Camels are
pressed into service to carry the gas itself to
the American forces somewhere in India. One
of the strange sights in India is the modem
army truck beside the camel-drawn cart
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The man of the East and the man of the West unite to move a gun
inio place. It is to be hoped that the lessons learned through co-op era·
live work in war will be remembered and practiced in peace times

Charles Fenn

American condensed milk is opened by
cne of the Indians. What does it matter
if there is no can-opener around? Indian ingenuity will take care of that

.'
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Not very for away the Indian congregation meels. It is the old slory.
There is no church but the people of the congregation have a beautiful embroidered cloth for their altar. and they have made a holder
for their Bible. These village congregations are helping to prepare
leaders (more than they realize perhaps) for the new day to India

Christian women-and many other
women in India-face the war
bravely. They can even laugh in
the midst of the troubles of today.
They know that a new day must
come. They know they must be
ready to take part in that new
world so that India can take her
rightful place in the community
of nations
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Another April
By Winifred Kirkland

C

HR~ST .must hav~

loved April, this month of
sprmgtnl1e pronuse. He must have watched
with mounting gladness the brown pastures
of Galilee turning to green; he must have viewed
with delight the long buds of the lilies swelling to
burst again in crimson splendor. He must have
welcomed the myriad wild flowers painting' the bare
hillsides. He must have rejoiced in the mating songs
of the birds. He saw not many earthly springtimes,
but each year his soul was gladdened as if he were
reading a sudden new psalm of joy written in
shining letters on the familiar landscape.
For us who plod the sad world of today, the
imi tation of Jesus means first of all the effort to
share his thoughts. If he were actually here beside
us at this moment, looking out with us at meadows
spreading newly green, what would Jesus of Nazareth see, what would he think? Can we, you and I,
first try to conjecture his thoughts, and then humbly
try to make them ours? Can we thus reverently
eavesdrop upon Jesus, as he steps close beside us,
just a little ahead?
Now wherever he went, Jesus always saw a double
writing, the message of the village street along
which he was striding and back of that its indication of the climbing u'nseen way on which all Immanity is set. Jesus saw always the uncommon in
the commonplace. Even in the bubbles in the
dough beneath his mother's hands, he saw indication of the energy of the spiritual leaven. In the
loss and recovery of a coin from any woman's headdress, he beheld the intimation of spiritual blessing
withheld, valued, returned.
What would Jesus of Nazareth see in our lives,
, yours and mine, if he actually were standing near,
and were searching for the inner beauty of each
day and hour and minute vouchsafed us? What
would the master of life perceive in this everreturning April now being freshly revealed to us?
Might he who was so skilled in deducing the inner
significance of outward appearances see the promise
in the indomitable return of spring to this warblackened earth? Might Jesus not be able to read
in the landscape of spring a new burning psalm of
hope?
Perhaps in all the insights into life that Jesus
hungers to share with us there is none to him so
wistful as hope. There is none that we are so reluctant to accord him as this childlike virtue, hope.
"Ve have become too proud to hope. It is too simple to attract us, this high delight in the unseen
riches even now being sent out to us from a loving
Father, too dimly felt. Seed, soil, bud, blossom,
then once again, endlessly recurrent, the burying of

I
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!

Philip Oundrcnu

"Ono spray 01 blossoms bursling lorlh against tho April
dawn contains in itself more promise than a rain 01 bombs"

the hidden powers of spring. Always, always they
come back to us (Tom seeming decay, (rom apparent
death, the flowers, the birds, the endlessly repeated
glory of the spring.
One spray of apple blossom bursting forth against
the April dawn contains in itself more promise than
a rain of bombs. Jesus could have read that promise,
and would have expressed it in the lightness of his
steps, the brightness of his eyes, quickened to meet
the fresh, repeated message out of mystery. Can
we see the joy and share it-Jesus' joy in the spring?
Yet it was in the spring that Jesus met his death,
a death steadfastly faced during all the climbing
years of his brief earth-life. Always in April Jesus
had watched his Father spread a bright banner of
hope before the wintry world. As today, he noted
wintry souls that gave 110 response-frozen, numbed
by the familiarity. But for himself, Jesus gazed at
April and gained strength for the brief laying down
of his surging life, gained resignation even for burial
like a grain of wheat in the soil. Spring after spring,
thirty and more, had entered into Jesus' opened
soul until he was able to hang bleeding all a cross,
confident of his return from the engulfing mystery,
which was briefly to close over him. Jesus died believing he would come back.
Is it possible that we can today so incorporate
the thinking of Jesus into our own souls that we
shall see in another April what Jesus would seeis seeing-as he stands beside us perceiving once
again the bluebirds, winging against the bluer sky,
the arbutus peeping out boldly beneath the SilOW,
the apple blossoms in the worn old orchard?
Can we, matching our gaze to that of Jesus, see
with him beyond the blasting warfare, the shining
of new hope for the brotherhood of man? .Jesus
died, looking deep into the mystery before him,
believing he would return . .Jesus came back in all
the power of a living April. He is here indomitably
alive, gazing with us at the spring.
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Junior high girls at Camp Ah·Da·Hi sWimming pool

Junior-age craftshop boys

A Rouse of Brotherhood
By Juanita Brown

S

AN PEDRO, located on Los Angeles Harbor,
~s astir ~vith life. t~day. This is to be expect:d
In wartIme, as It IS the ce'nter of a vast ShIpbuilding industry. But there is a place within this
city of fifty thousand inhabitants that even before
the war was alive with activity.
Here people of all ages and of many nationalities
find opportunities for recreation, fellowship, and
self-expression for the building of a Christian community. Italian, Jugo-Slavian, Mexican, Filipino,
Portuguese, Austrian, Puerto Rican, Scandinavianyoung people, light-hearted and happy, come gaily
up the steep steps that lead to the settlement. front
door; older people, mothers and fathers, with the
weight of the years on their feet and sometimes on
their hearts, climb the same steps with deliberation;
"Friendly Indians" yell as competing groups fairly
fall over one another in their race to reach their
meetings; Girl Reserves of many shades of color and
of a variety of temperaments giggle and whisper as
they hasten to their clubrooms after school hours;
and very small youngsters, hand in hand, trip gaily
in to spend many happy hours in their playroom,
workshop, and library.
The name of this human beehive is Homer Toberma'n Settlement House and Clinic.
During 1942 this center served more than eight
hundred individuals through its organized group
work. Last summer through its camp program more
than' a thousand young boys and girls enjoyed a
wholesome, happy vacation.
Although there are three full-time staff members
and two part-time workers, the tremendous program
the settlement promotes is possible only because of
the additional assistance of many dependable and
devoted volunteer leaders. These persons assist in
the summer as camp counselors, and daily as club
leaders, music and craft tea,chers, as chaperons on
32
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trips, and as various other helpers. The dental
clinic, which is the only clinic of its kind in the
area in which it is located, servii1g preschool children and adults, is staffed entirely by volunteer
dentists.
The settlement is on a hill overlooking the Pacific Ocean. 'Within recent months this center has
moved from a seven-room cottage into an apartment
house which has been converted into club and
classrooms, and living quarters for the staff. The
boys' activities and craft shop are housed in the
"Shack," which was formerly the main building of
the settlement. The "Cottage" provides adequate
space for the dental clinic and music groups.
Simultaneously with the coming of the settlement
to San Pedro, work was opened in "Mexican Hollywood," a neighborhood a number of blocks removed from the main settlement and situated 011
the water front. From the start this branch undertaking, known as the Ancon Stre'et Extension, caught·
the imagination and loyalty of a fine group of young
mothers and fathers. They cleared an adjoining vacant lot, purchased a horse, and made a co-operative
garden. vVorking together, they made the rooms of a
small house clean and appropriate for clubrooms
which have been used continuously by various age
groups, including preschool-age children and parents' clubs.
The Homer Toberman Settlement and Clinic has
not always been a settlement, nor has it always been
located in San Pedro. When Mr. and Mrs. .J. R.
Toberman-Mr. Toberman was once a mayor of
Los Angeles-founded the forerunner of this institution in 1903 in memory of their son Homer, it
was as a deaconess home and hospital, and it was on
a lot in Los Angeles proper. It was given by Mr.
and Mrs. Toberman to the Woman's Missionary
Council of the former Methodist Episcopal Church,
WORLD
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South. Through the years the type of the institu·
tion and its location were changed several times in
order to meet the needs of the ever-expanding city
of Los Angeles. In 1937, after a scientific survey,
its present location was selected.
Of the fifty thousand inhabitants of San Pedro,
about half that number are of alien birth or parentage. These people represent approximately forty
nations. Prior to 1912 the largest nationality groups
were Mexican and Japanese, and the fishing industry of this community was next in size to the largest
of its kind anywhere, only that in England surpassing it. Also in days gone by some fleets went as far
south as Mexican waters. In those times many other
people found employment in the San Pedro canneries, where mackerel, tuna fish, and sardines wel e
canned in great numbers. Sometimes in the middle
of a settlement sewing class when a shrill whistle
would be heard, a number of women would rise,
saying, "The cannery is calling us to work." Before
the war, still other employed people were longshoremen and house painters. Now most of these people
and many others are working in war industries.
The settlement community has its problems. Race
prejudice, friction in the ranks of organized labor,
drunkenness, the absence of employed parents from
their homes are some of them. Occasional international festivals at the settlement help create understanding among the neighborhood peoples. Flags,
a galaxy of color; displays of exquisite embroideries
and other hand work; a variety of tempting foodsfrom candied apples to tamales-and personal and
national pride in unique contributions help make
these occasions gala and long remembered. Personal
counseling often proves effective in untangling difficult 'domestic situations.
The community people consider the settlement
theirs and take pride in helping make its program
helpful. A Mexican girl may be counted on to assist
with the work of the clinic at stated times, and a:
mother of a little Negro girl may volunteer to cook
during the summer camp season.

Girl Reserves visit Huntington Library Estate

Since the settlement house is dedicated td "the
cultivation of good will and brotherhood among
all races, creeds, and nationalities," it is interesting
to note that in the Cougars Club of junior and
senior high-school boys, the following nationalities
are represented in the list of officers: president,
American; secretary, Italian; treasurer, Swedish;
team captain, Norwegian. Two boys have volunteered for service: in the Workshop, assistant leader,
Yugo-Slavian; supervising the Victory Garden Club,
Mexican. This is only one example of many that
might be given to show that indigenous leadership
is being developed and that Homer Toberman is
in reality "A House of Brotherhood."
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Some of the members of the Woman's Club of Ancon Street Extension
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Litany
Easter

1943
By

Leslie Collins *

Phlllp Gendreau

Lord,
This is for men who condemn
The valiant seekers of a new creed
By which they pray: I believe!

This is for white men and red,
For yell9w men and brownMen who answer the trumpet's call:
To arms! Fight for the right!

I believe) Lord. I believe!

Fight for the right) Lord! We fight for the right!

This is for a Jew
Who calls me brother
And is comforting and wisely consoles:
Forgive them. They know not what they do.
FOl'give them) Lord. They know not what they do.

This is for crime and punishment,
For honor and fame
And Christ between two thieves.
Glory) Lord! Between two "thieves!

This is for black men and their women
Who seek God's graces
And sing a song of songs:
We want to be free! '.Vant to be free!

This is for a world betrayed
By a Judas Iscariot reincarnated.
And saviors are at Gethsemane.
Yes) Lord! They fJra)' at Gethsemane.

This is for a crown of thorns, the lash of the whip.
Oh, the lonely anguish, the bloody suffering!
'012) the lonely anguish) the bloody suffering!

This is for a million crosses- .
The crucifixion at handl
The day darkens and the r05=ks split!
Lord) the day darkens and the rocks split!

And, shall they rise againThese million saviors?
Shall they stand transfigurated?

Yes, Lord! T'Ve want to be free!
Yes) they shall stand gloriously transligumted)
• Leslie Collins is Professor of English at Lillcoln IJniversily.
Jelferson Ci ty, Missou rio
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We fJrepare a fJlace for thee. Amen.Amen.
TVe !JrefJore a place for thee. Amen. Amen.
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Hnrrison-Forbes

Chungking, China's capital. from the Yangtze River side. The
Yangtze is the Mississippi of China. The streets are terraced,
each one with a different level that is a parallel street

•
Life In
the Capital
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By Mabel Ruth Nowlin *
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in Chungking, the wartime capital of
what it was in
patrician, slower-moving Chengtu, Chengtu
is somewhat like Oxford, England, since five Christian universities and their faculties are there.
Chengtu is very flat and compact, easy to get about
in, for distances are not so great but what one can
walk any place, or go by ricksha in twenty minutes
or less. I shall always consider it one of God's good
gifts to me to have' had the privilege of living the
past four and a half years in dear old Chengtu.
Chungking is a city set upon many hills, with
mountains on all sides, something like a Colorado
city. It is located at the junction of the Yangtze
and Kialing Rivers, on which sampans, junks, and
little puffing .river steamers are always busy. The
weather is cloudy so much of the time that the
voice of the fog horn is incurably hoarse, from its
frequent sounding.

L' China, is quite different from

• Miss Nowlin has given the greatest part of her time in West
China to the creation of Christian literature. She is under the
Woman's Division of Christian Service and her support is the special responsibility of the Wesleyan Sen-ice Guild. All Guild members who wTite to Miss Nowlin should notice that her new address
is 9 Dai Chia Hong, Chungking. Szechwan, Free China.
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It has always been a busy, bustling commercial
city, and is more so than ever, as merchants from
Hong Kong to Peking have come here to carryon
their trade in Free China. The city is so overcrQwded that they say it's easier to get a job in
Chungking than to find a place in which to stay.
Since it is now over a year since there has been an
air raid, many people have moved back into the city,
and it has been possible for churches and other
organizations to pursue more of a connected program than has been true for four years. Although
the city is badly scarred and battered as a result
of those terrific raids to which it was subjected, it
has patched up the damaged blocks and blocks of
buildings inexpensively with a lath-and-plaster kind
of building that will not be too much loss if bombed
agaih. Meantime it is not bad looking, at least for
the duration of the war. This courageous spirit of
picking up the broken pieces and going right ahead
is magnificent.
I am living here in the residence of women missionaries of the Woman's Society of Christian Service. Our house got hit, in the summer of 1941. At
the back a bedroom upstairs and a living room
[ 191 ]
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Three Lions

TJllet'L!(lns.

Chinese students being vaccinated on the streets
of Chungking. The medical equipment and vaccination van are supplied by American organizations

Chinese Red Cross girls are out collecting money and
supplies for refugees in Chungking. In the background
you can see the devastation made by Japanese bombers

under it crumpled to nothing under a direct hit of
a bomb, but, surprisingly enough, the window glass
on the other side of the house remained intact.
This bombed part has been successfully walled off
from the rest, and we continue to live in it as usual,
except that we're minus those rooms. Fortunately
the bombed part doesn't show from the street at all,
so we put up as brave a "front" as ever.
"'hen the Methodist Board of Publications was
organized for Free China recently, I was asked to
be the Chairman and to serve as Executive Secretary for the Board. The Editor-in-Chief, Dr. R. Y.
La, is in Chungking, so I had to move here to work
with him. He is a very distinguished man, and a
member of the Legislative Department of the CO\'·
ernment of China. (He has been a delegate to the
General Conference several times.)
These l\J ethodist publications include some that
are interdenominational in which we share, and
others that help our church members, includjn~
members of the '''oman's Society of Christian Sen'·

Ice, to function more dliciently as Methodists.
I scarcely need to remind you that the most dis·
tinguished Methodists of the capital are Generalissimo and Madame Chiang Kai-shek. "'hen the
Methodist Executive Board for China met here last
month, she invited us to tea one day. The Generalissimo came in for a fe,,' minutes. They were vcr\'
much interested in the Forward Program of Church
.-\.dvance, which the Board had drawn up. culminat·
ing in 1948 with the celebration of the 1DOth anni\'ersary of Methodism in China. Bishop Lacy told
them we ,,'ould expect them to come to Fouchow for
the celebration in 19'18. since the first l\Iethodist
missionaries began ,,'ork there. The)' said the)' hoped
they could :lttend. "'c all trllst the war ,,,ill be over
hy that time and 'I'e can celehrate in peace!
Madame Chiang said she felt that each of liS, ill
office, school, home, commllnit\'. had countless op·
portunities every day to "promote goodness,"
through what we say, or repeat. what we make the
effort to do. As she talked \"illl us informally, with
her rich, vibrant voice that many of you have heard
in her radio broadcasts. J thought of how much
need there is for us to carr\' out that ancient injllnClion in the Bihle for liS to "()\'ercome evil with
good."
"rhen J\Ir. "Iillkic ",as here in OClOber, I Illet him
at the reception which the G()\'CrIlor of the province
gave. to which he invited all missionaries. Balll1C1S
across the streets of the main part of the city hore
slogans of welcome to him. One of them read, in
FnCTlish and in Chinese. "Unite to "lin! Unite lO
liuTJdl" ..\s I sa\\' it I thought of the members of the
"'esle\'an Sen'ice Guild, for that's j\lSt \\'hat \\,e're :111
doing: isn't it? "Ihat \\'e arc out 10 \\'in is nothing
~hortL of the Kingdom of God. built on the foundat ion of .les\lS Chris!. As \\T ~o into this nel\" year.
",ith its ne\\' opportunities. difficulties. possibilities.
and hopes. leI lIS nnder the leadership of our \f;~"'ler.
and in his Spirit, unit to \I'in, unite lO build~

Tllrff

l.Ion~

Public dugouts are found in all the parks of Chungking. They
aro for tho use 01 anyone who happens to be caught in the raid
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Devotional painting by a noted United States Negro
artist, Ellis Wilson, to be used by troops in worship

Christianity and Race
By E. Stanley Jones *
H~ question of. race, long. suppressed, in. the
mmd of humal1lty as a k1l1d of unconscIOUS
problem, has now been pushed to the center of
world consciousness-it has become a world issue.
Has Christianity any clear word on it? If by Christianity you mean the system of religion built up
around Christ in the 'Vest, then the answer must
be that it has no clear word.
It must be said, rather reluctantly, that the practice of the Christianity of the West has been, for
the most part, more or less a reflection of the contemporaneous views and practices on race. Instead
of Christianity determining and directing the attitudes of surrounding society, it has often been
invaded by the views of that society, and has tacitly
adopted them as its own.
The church, except in its pronouncements in conferences, and in exceptional instances of practice
here and 'there, has succumbed to the prevailing
culture. Original Christianity was revolutionary on
the race issue; the best that later Christianity seems
capable of doing is to be resolutionary. When it
co~es to practice' it is an echo instead of a living

T
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I said that early Christianity knew nothing of
the present emphases on racial superiorities and
* Dr. E. Stanley Jones' olfers in "Christianity and Race" certain
concrete proposals for overcoming racial discriminations which
he feels can be put into practice immediately by Christian men
:lIlU women. Other articles on this subject wiII appear in later
issues 'of this magazine.-EDlToRS.
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inferiorities. That view was entirely canceled in the
early church. The original Christians lived in an
atmosphere of racial clash and bitterness. The pious
Jew thanked God that he was "not born a woman,
a leper, or a Gentile." The Gentiles responded in
kind. Int"o this atmosphere was introduced a new
conception of man. A man was no longer a man of
this, that, or the other race-he was "a man for
whom Christ died." That put a sacred value on
every person-a new value. That value was heightened by the statement of Christ when he said, "Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the least of
these, you have done it unto me." He not only died
for men, he was identified with men who were
hungry, naked, lonely, sick, and in prison. This
was completely revolutionary and cut across all the
attitudes of the day.
This attitude created a new society-a new nation
made up of all nations, an entirely new people.
Hope sprang up in the breasts of despised and depressed peoples. A new thrill in expectation of bet·
ter things to be went through that ancient world.
And .then that hope died down. For this light
turned to darkness. The Christian church was put
behind racial and national attitudes and hallowed
and blessed them.
It is true that here and there individuals and
groups kept the torch alight. They were the saving
remnant.
Now in a world crisis that is demanding the very
[ 193 ]
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attitudes that Christianity represents we are turning again to the mind of Christ for the solution.
We are in the midst of the rediscovery of the teaching of Jesus concerning the Kingdom of God. This
Kingdom is color and class blind. It knows nothing of present-day claims of superiorities based on
class and blood. "God hath made of one blood all
men." "In Jesus Christ there cannot be Greek and
Jew"-literally cannot be) for if there is Greek and
Jew-racial distinction, there is no Jesus Christ.
You have parted from the Christian principles and
spirit. Something else has taken its place. Peter,
recounting the experience of his hesitation to go
into the house of a Gentile, said: "The Spirit bade
me go with them making no distinction." The
Spirit of God has not changed-he would guide us
into the same attitude of dealing with people without distinction of race or color. If we refuse then
the Spirit departs, and we have a soulless religion,
something that bolsters up our snobberies and sanctifies our prejudices.
Christianity is solidly sound in its teaching on
race. It is being corroborated by scientific investigation. Science tells us that there is literally no
difference in human blood, that it is a fact that we
are of "one blood." The four types of blood are in
all races and can be mingled without any biological
loss. There are no permanently superior races and
no permanently inferior races-there are undeveloped races but no permanently inferior or superior.
As a University of Illinois professor of biology says:
"The differences between races and people are cultural, not biologica1." If this be so, then this gives
us hope. If we had to depend on breeding a better
race alone that would take a long time, but if the
differences are in the social heredity then that is
capable of being changed and of being changed in
a comparatively short time.
If biology re-enforces the Christian position then
democracy does the same. Democracy is based on
confidence in a man as a man. It believes that every
man should be given equality of opportunity. All
men are not. equal-there are differences between
man and man within races. But equality of opportunity should be given to every man regardless of
race and color.
We have confined democracy to the political.
But it is a life principle and should be applied to
every realm of life-economic, social, and religious,
as well as political. If we do not apply it to all these
realms, then we really do not believe in democracy.
Our democracy becomes hypocrisy. We can save
democracy only by applying it-and applying it in
all realms of life. The wounds of democracy cannot
be healed by less democracy, but by more.
The acid test of democracy has now come in
America. The issue is the Negro. We can talk no
more about democracy with any degree of reality
unless we give equality of opportunity to the Negro
citizens of this land. They have contributed to the
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upbuilding of this land, and to deny them equality
of opportunity is to stultify ourselves. Jim Crowism, segregations and exclusions of every type and
kind should go. We are now face to face with the
absurdity of sending Negro soldier boys to fight for
democracy abroad when they are denied the privileges of democracy at home. In vast sections of the
country they are not even allowed to vote. In South
Carolina those who vote in the democratic primary
are compelled to prove tnat they voted the Democratic ticket in 1876. The whites are never asked;
the Negroes are excluded by this provision. On
election day I read the following obituary notice in
a mass meeting in Columbia, South Carolina: "Democracy died today in the city of Columbia when
American citizens were denied the right of suffrage
because of the color of their skins. For those who
have eyes to see the ballot box will be draped
henceforth in mourning:' To the credit of the newspaper let it be said that it was printed on the front
page and the comment was favorable. Twenty-five
leading white citizens drew up a memorial to the
Democratic State Convention to have this changed.
I listened to Negro students in a school repeat
the pledge of allegiance to the American flag and
when they reached the words "with liberty· and justice to all" I inwardly squirfued. "How can they
say that?" I said to myself. I found out. A teacher
told me that they added under their breath these
words: "With liberty and justice to all-but me."
That must be changed. To make childre'n say that
in our civilization is a denial of the central principle of democracy and is a repudiation of our Christianity.
I would suggest the following steps to right that
wrong:
That every white Christian church take in at
least on'e member of the colored race as an honored,
respected member of that church. And that every
Negro church take in at least one .member of the
white race. This would show the world that we as
Christians repudiate segregation.
'Where Negroes are segregated in public meetings
let individual Christians quietly get up and sit with
'the Negroes to break up the segregation. This meth·
od has been followed in public meetings in the
South where segregation exists and it has been very
effective. 'Vithout debate or without making a pub·'
lic issue individual white people quietly and unobtrusively go and sit in the seats where the Negroes
segregate themselves according to custom. A new
custom is started and when this is done half a dozen
times the custom is fixed and is taken for grant~d.
This technique I learned in the South at a great
university-and it has been effectively used else·
where. It opens a real possibility of banishing an
iniquitous affront to human dignity.
Let the employers of a city meet and decide that
they will take into their employ the percentage of
Negroes in the population of the city or town.
WORLD
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The employment should be on the same basis as
whites with equal opportunity and pay for equal
work done. I know places where this is being done
and the results have been more than satisfactory.
In fact, in one plant a Negro solved an engineering
problem which had been baffling the white engineers. If anyone complains about this percentage
basis the reply can be given that it is a: government
order. In fighting against it any recalcitrant would
be fighting against his government.
Let the labor unions take in members on the
same percentage basis. This 'would raise the standards of labor and pay and thus raise the level of
life for laborers. Otherwise cheap labor outside the
unions will pull down the level of life for union
labor.
Let every municipality open to Negro men and
women municipal employment according to the percentage of population. This employment should not
be in the menial jobs alone-it should be open clear
up to the top.
Seventy-five per cent of the waiters in the Pennsylvania Railway Station Restaurant in New York
are college graduates. It is a disgraceful waste of
fine ability and brains to compel them, by a lack
of other opportunity to be doomed to the necessity
of shoving food before people.
Where the Negro is denied the right to vote by
various expedients let the white voters band together and refuse to vote as long as fellow-Americans
are denied the right of suffrage because of the color
of their skins. Politicians, who always want votes,
will get busy and do something to change matters
if this direct action is taken.
Let t!le federal government not only pass an order
that all employment inside and outside of government shall be thrown open to every American citizen of equal qualification but also enforce the ruling
. by federal penalty for violation.
Where there are segregations and discriminations
let groups of white people quietly band themselves
together to identify themselves with the Negro in
that discrimination. On public vehicles where there
is segregation let them share that segregation. If
the-attempt is made to put them out let them take
it in a disciplined but unyielding way and not go
unless forcibly compelled to. Let them take the
penalty of this civil disobedience to an unjust custom or regulation. Their disciplined suffering will
arouse the conscience of America.
Invite individual Negroes into your homes and
. become friends. You will find that they will be
human beings just like yourself with the same weaknesses and the same possibilities for good. In the
light of those friendships these discriminations and
segregations will become absurd.
But ifthese offers of friendship are given it must
not be done in a patronizing way. The Negro will
himself refuse it if offered in that spirit. It must
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be done on the basis of equal worth or not at all.
The time for patronizing kindness has gone. The
time for equal justice and opportunity has come.
When you get to know some of these Negroes you
will probably find that you have the best part of the
bargain, for they will have more to give you than
you have to give them.
White people who go to see Dr. Carver,'*' the
Negro scientist, cannot get an interview with him
unless they have letters of introduction. He is too
busy lifting the agriculture of both white and black
in the Southland (it is estimated that he has already contributed $50,000,000 to that agriculture)
to be bothered by meaningless interviews. But when
you become his friend-what a friendship I
As we stood in his room, each held both the hands
of the other and we prayed for each other. At the
close of the prayer I raised the back of his hand to
my lips and he did the same with mine. We knew
we were brothers in a Kingdom .that was class and
race blind where a man is a man-a man for whom
Christ died.
If the fear is expressed that if we take these at·
titudes then the 'white man will be ruled over in
parts of America by Negroes who are in the majority
then the answer must be given, if that did happen
wouldn't it be divine justice and wouldn't we have
to accept it as from the hand of a just God who is
no respecter of persons? Would we not be reaping
what we sowed?
But this need not happen. Where the Negro is
treated as a Negro and not as a person, then of
course he will react as a Negro and not as a person.
He will think and act racially since he is treated
racially. But treat him as a person and he will respond in the same way. In our ashrams in India we
have all races living together. In the twelve years of
their existence I have never seen the Indians on
one side and the white people on the other side of
any issue. Never once did the discussions divide up
th~t way. It was always with the conservative whites
and the conservative Indians on one side and the
radical whites and the radical Indians on the other.
Where human nature is treated equ~lly it will
naturally respond in a conservative or radical way
for that division runs through all races on all questions. The human mind is made that way.
If the Negro is treated as a person and not as a
Negro then he will react, not in racial clannishness
but as a conservative or radical. The only way to
keep racialism out is equality of opportunity. Then
character will rise to the top. The servant of all
will become the greatest of all-those who serve the
rest in the finest way will emerge as the greatest of
all. That way of greatness is open to white and colored alike. And that kind of greatness can be only
beneficial and constructive.
"' The sad news of Dr. Carver's death was received after this
article had been prepared.
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Memories of. My Country Church
By Leila House Miller *
GREvV UP half\\'ay between two rural churches.
My great-grandfather, Jacob Weidner,gave the
ground and practically built the first church at
Deer Ridge, Missouri, a little inland village founded
on a ridge over which the wild deer of pioneer days
traveled on their way to water at the north and
south Fabius creeks. Directly on this ridge lay the
village and it was named Deer Ridge. Of course this
first church, Methodist by denomination, was a log
building, but later it was replaced by a large airy
building with tall windows. Recently the women of
the church have painted it anew and installed rural
electricity.
To the east of the church nestles the village cemetery. Once and sometimes twice a year the folk of
the community gather and clean the yard. Because
of this fact and that nearly every lot has a clump
of peonies or roses this cemetery is noted for its
beauty and well-kept graves.
Being connected, as it "were, in a family way with
this church I recall numerous quarrels with playmates who were over-boastful of some property or
possession. 1 always came back with the fact that
our cousins, my brother, and myself practically
owned the Methodist church. All because our greatgrandfather had said in his will that at any time
this church .should cease to be a house, of God it
reverted to the 'Weidner heirs; but thank God it
still stands today with open arms to serve the rural
folk of Deer Ridge.
My first recollections of this church was the Sunday school and being told that a pastor was coming
to serve us. This caused quite a stir among the folk
and everybody made preparations for his welcome.
His name was the Rev. NIr. Bostick, but I don't remember much of him. The Rev. F. E. Mosley was
next on the charge and to this day holds a warm
place in th~ hearts of many of the early members.
Saturday evening services were best attended.
"Whole families came and sometimes it took a whole
bench to seat one family. The day I celebrated my
thirteenth birthday I 'played the organ for Sunday
school. From then on and in turns with other girls
who were members I played the organ for church
services. Bdore the present pulpit was remodeled
the old one had a railing about one foot high,
around which we gathered for communion and for
the baptismal services. I recall many such services
in a general way, with the service when my father
was baptized standing out in my memory best of
all. I know the exact spot where he knelt.
Protracted meetings were the highlights of the

I

• Mrs, Leila House "tiller lives on' a rural route at 'Villiamstown, Missouri.
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whole year. And they drew great crowds, crowds
that were willing and ready to receive the 'Word,
and conversions were times of wet eyes and trembling lips and humility.
Brother Mosley was a fine speaker and his' efforts
were always rewarded by conversions. At one of such
protracted meetings several sisters went to the altar.
While giving them the "right hand of fellowship"
an older brother, already a born-again Christian,
clasped each one in turn in his arms and gave them
a great big kiss. Brother Mosley with tears in his
eyes said reverently, "God bless the brothers." 1
never forgot the incident.
Funny things happened too. The minister that
followed Mosley was all that Mosley wasn't. The
new minister opened the services with a solo and
the'n went into his sermon, 'which was dry and long.
The evening was warm and some. mother had set
her youngster up in a 'windmv where it would be
cooler. Suddenly the child gave a big sigh that
could be heard above the sermon and said, "My,
this makes me tired." But this didn't daunt the
pastor, because he began his next serviCe with the
same procedlire and went into an equally dry sermon.
Our Methodist church always observed Children's
Day and the Christmas progTam and tree. One time
my mother trained a group of girls in a dialogue
in which we all played on a large string harp. My
mother made the harps out of cardboard and we
covered them with tinsel. Our farmer fathers never
complained if practice day was a field-work day.
They unhitched from the cultivator or mowing
machine and took us to practice. Praise God for
such faithfulness. Then after hearing us at practice
at the church, at home, and when we were doing
the chores, our fathers religiously donned their Sun-

The Deer Ridge Counlry Church
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day best and went to the church on Children's Day
to hear us all over again.
Our rural church had no "ladies' aid," yet they
managed somehow to keep the building neat. In
the summer they gave an ice cream supper on the
church lawn. Young boys willingly turned freezers
for free dishes of cream and young girls togged out
in full-skirted white dresses set off with wide ribbon
sashes "waited tables." The women met early in
the afternoon and began the mixing and with much
tasting and flavoring they soon had gallons ready
for the freezers. After farm chores the men and boys
began the freezing and the evening was on.
Being human, the womenfolks would sometimes
try to outdo one another in one way or another. I
recall one time my mother ""as in such a mood and
, she took extra pains with her cake for the supper.
She baked a three-layer one. The icing was a
thing of beauty. Thick, creamy as only my mother
could make, and for a decoration she put on flowers
in colors in a very attractive way, using the icing
and a paper funnel. She' told dad to stop in the
shadows and then she handed me the cake, saying,
"Leila, take this cake in there and don't say who
gave it to you. If they ask you whose cake it is, just
say that a woman handed it to you. Now remember,
don't lie, young lady, just say a woman handed it to
you. I'm·a woman."
Rural folk of rural churches are themselves a part
of'the service. :Most of them can lead in prayer and
. do it well; they can lead the singing and teach a class
in Sunday school. I remember the way they prayed
and some things they said. 'When Brother Bailey
prayed you felt that you were close to heaven. His
prayers were long. They were loud. ,Vhen his voice
. became'soft and low you knew that the prayer was
about over, but once hearing him pray, you never
forgot him or his prayers.
Being Methodists, we had many different pastors.
Some of them were well suited to rural churches;
others were not. A minister came from a church in
St. Louis and in our country church he was very
much out of place. He didn't know the first thing
about country ways or country travel. He talked to
his horse as he would have talked to a three-year-old
child and for a spirited. horse it wasn't very effective.
Another pastor used more face powder than a modern girl and he smoked a pipe for asthma. A minister
coming h'om Arkansas brought no furniture as he
was accustomed to a furnished parsonage. My dad
offered him a jug of sorghum molasses and he refused
the molasses because he said he was practically reared
on 'em.
A more recent and effective pastor of rural Deer
Ridge church was the Rev. A. W. Kirby. He had
educated himself for an electrician and then took
lip the ministry. He taught a class in manual arts in a
rural school building on Saturdays and while he
and the children worked with their hands he taught
them the principles of Jesus' teachings.
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He told me of the most impressive communion
service he ever conducted. He had given a series of
sermons and the communion was to close·the series.
He gave the invitation and the parents went forward
and knelt at the altar. Then some youngster started
forward and the rest followed. School children, preschool children, converted youngsters, and some that
weren't converted, but most of them members of his
art class. They knelt behind the fathers and mothers
with bm~'ed heads and all of them partook of the
commul1lon.
Kirby got out a church paper called The Methodist Ci"cuit Rider, which he handed out among the
members of his three churches. It carried all important church announcements, financial statement, a
page by "Deacon Rube," and many other items of
interest. Deacon Rube said: "If I didn't believe in
Missions, I would never prav 'Thy Kingdom come.' "
Another item read thus: "The women of the Deer
Ridge church have collected and sent to the orphans'
home a case of fresh eggs. The Rev. Duckworth ex·
pressed his thanks to the pastor for this gift." Kirby
said in this issue, "The quality of character is determined by the quality of thoughts and actions engraved early in life. A blending of only harmonious
notes can result in a harmonious musical composition. A blending of only harmonious colors can result in a master piece of art. Likewise a blending of
thoughts and actions in regard to God and man can
resuI t in a Christian character."
As I said, I grew up halfway between two rural
churches. On Sundays that we didn't have services at
our Methodist church we attended a rural Baptist
church at Mt. Salem. Both of these rural churches
still hold a definite place in the lives of the men,
women, and children who make up their membership from the farm homes in these communities.
The picture of Deer Ridge church shows its hitching racks. One time a neighbor's turkeys started to
roost at the church and she had a hard time trying to
break them of the habit. In the meantime at services
one cold November night my uncle, Charley House,
came to church in a buggy and hitched his team at
the racks near the turkeys. The boys for fun put one
of the largest gobblers in the bark of his buggy. This
being a warm place, the turkey never murmured and
next morning Uncle Charley had a nice fat gobbler
walking around his barn lot. Uncle was a steward of
the church and the members had quite a bit of flln
out of him.
The only church wedding that I ever saw at the
church was long, long ago. The church was packed~
Someone present had the measles. In ten days every
family in the neighborhood had a measles patient.
My rural church has meant a great deal to me
and I know it has been the deciding influence for
many simple country folks (or generations. I say,
"Long live our rural churches. Give us learned men
to stand in their pulpits, so that they may help
guide Ollr footsteps to the better way of living."
[ 197 ]
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Christian Literature Advance
A Methodist woman, convinced that the countries of Latin America represent one of the greatest missionary fields in the world, and that evangelical
Christian literature is one of the best means of evangelization,

off~rs to

con-

tribute $3,000 for the production of Christian literature in the Spanish language under the auspices of the Committee on Co-operation in Latin America, on condition that her gift is matched by other contributions. Her
contribution will be released dollar fo'r dollar, as other gifts are received.
The Committee has outlined a literature program on the recommendations
of the All-Latin America Conference on Christian Literature held in the City
of Mexico in 1941. The program calls for an expenditure of $15,000 per year
for ten years. The offer now made is the first large individual contribution
received.
Interest in and need for Christian literature in Latin America is greater
today than ever before. All Latin American countries are being flooded with
propaganda of Nazism, Fascism, and Communism. Now is the strategic time
for Christian missionary advance in Latin America through the use of Christian literature.
Contributions in any amount to the literature fund may be sent to the Committee on Christian Literature for Latin America, Wade Crawford Barclay,
chairman, 150 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York.
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MISSIONARY
EDUCATION
IN
YOUR CHURCH. By Nevin C. Harner and David D. Baker. Friendship
Press. New York. Cloth, $1; paper,
$0.75.
This book is easy to read and arresting. It shows how one may carryon
missionary education in the kind of
world in which we now find ourselvesa warring, non-Christian world.
This book is the finest yet written on
methods of leading a church into worship with a missionary outreach and
into intelligent missionary giving. It
gives actual accounts of instances in
which the interest, sympathies, sacrificial giving, and fellowship of churches
have been extended to other peoples. It
shows how local churches have become
throbbing centers of Christian living.
Here is a wealth of resource materials
and of suggestions for leaders of missionary education in the local church.
Here are tests and standards for the
marking of the, progress of a group in
becoming world-Christian-minded. Methods for workers with all age-groups and
types of churches are presented.-O. B.
EVANGEUCALS,
REVOLUTIONISTS, AND IDEAUSTS. By Francis
J. McConnell. Abingdon-Cokesbury
Press. $1.50.
This book will have a perennial interest. One can read it at any time of
the year 'and amid any type of world
conditions and find it food for stimulating thought. This volume contains
the Drew Lectures in Biography established by President and Mrs. Tipple.
These lectures, particularly the eighth,
will remain one of the most interesting
and inspiring contributions of the series.
The study surveys six outstanding
English leaders and their contributions
to American thought and action. The
leaders interpreted are James Edward
Oglethorpe, John Wesley, George
Whitefield, Thomas Paine, George
Berkeley, and William Wilberforce.
These lectures are filled with quiet
humor, flashes of commanding truth,
and often penetrating insights into the
motives of men. They are refreshing
and yet profound; they abound in illustrations but also contain basic interpretations; they are biographical and
yet take the measure of both men and
movements. Bishop McConnell is more
than an historian; he is an interpreter
of the influence of these leaders of

thought on the life of both England
and America. Most important of allread the bookl-K. Q.
ANSWERING DISTANT CALLS. Edited by Mabel H. Erdman for the Student Volunteer Movement. Association Press. $1.50.
Everybody wonders at some time:
"What do missionaries actually do?"
An excellent answer to this question
is provided in Answering Distant Calls.
This volume is described on the cover
page as "heroic stories of eighteen men
and women who carry Christian faith
and service to the four comers of the
world." These factual stories of modern missions make inspiring and even
exciting reading, although the various
biographers present these life sketches
in a matter-of-fact rather than in a dramatic way. Many different kinds of
Christian missions are glimpsed through
the pages of this book; one learns of the
work of a woman doctor in India; of
an agriculturist in Chile; of a teacher
in Japan; of a linguist in Nicaragua
"at home in twelve different languages";
and of many others whose courageous
facing of difficulties on mission fields
has made their lives notable.
This little book will make an excellent gift for a young person, or for a
young people's group to read aloud; and
it is a good resource book to keep on
the bookshelf for any adult who is interested in missions.-E. W.
MILLHANDS AND PREACHERS. By
Liston Pope. Yale University Press.
$4.00.
At last a tllOrough and objective study
has been made of the relations between
churches and textile mills, ministers and
mill workers, in normal periods and in
time of conflict. In Millhands and
Preachers, Dr. Liston Pope, native of
North Carolina, now Assistant Professor
of Social Ethics in Yale University
Divinity School, traces tlle development
of the textile industry and of churches
in Gaston County, North 'Carolina, from
1880 to the nationally publicized strike
of Loray Mill workers in 1929.
The book shows that although the
churches took much interest in the new
industrial enterprise in its early days,
lending it encouragement and support,
as time went on they were far more influenced and conditioned by the mills
than the economic and social practices

of the mills were changed or modified
by tlle dlUrches. There is a revealing
chapter on "Control of the Churches by
the Mills" which gives some of the reasons for this fact. Pressure by mill managements on ministers was quiet and
subtle but effective.
Even the newer sects which have come
into the county in recent years and
whose preachers are much nearer the
mill workers in background and understanding than the ministers of the established denominations have failed to
show concern for improvement of employment practices affecting the lives
and well-being of the mill employees.
In Gaston County, Dr. Pope finds
that tlle churches have been instruments
of social inertia rather than a dynamic
force for social change. While of particular value in divinity schools and to
professors of economics and sociology,
tllis book should appeal to all who are
interested in prophetic social religion.L. R. M.
JESUS IN ACTION. By Benjamin W.
Robinson. The Macmillan Company,
New York. $1.50.
This book has a message for those
who are seeking an ideal of conduct.
Central in this study is the affirmative
quality of goodness, the complete spirituality of goodness, which is not a contrast between reward and punishment
but a study in success. The sin of evil
for Jesus lies not in the fact that it
transgresses the fixed precepts of outward moral life, or that it brings ruin
or failure, but in the fact that it keeps
man from entering his higher and true
life. Evil in the last analysis consists in
what men do not do in tlleir not believing, not receiving, not promoting
the tllings which belong to tlle Kingdom of God and the great brotllerhood.
Men who are to enter the divine
propaganda of a kingdom of active service must arise from their seats and begin
to walk.
Jesus' followers must find their fullest
expression in affirmative service to tlleir
fellow-men.-M. T. S.
THE SPEAR OF ULYSSES. Alison
Baigrie Alessios. Longmans, Green,
New York. $1.75.
The Spear of Ulysses has modern
Greece as its setting. The story centers
around tlle search by four Greek boys
for a spear said to have belonged to
Ulysses.
This is a book which should be effective in getting children acquainted with
the life, customs, various festivals, and
cities in Greece. The adventures will appeal especially to boys. The book is illustrated by Rafaella Busoni.-S. W. W.

Any or all of the books reviewed may be ordered from the Methodist Publishing House, 150 Fifth Avenue, New
York City; 740 Rush Street, Chicago, Illinois; 420 Plum Street, Cincinnati, Ohio; 810 Broadway. Nashville, Tennessee
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The Moving ·Finger Writes
Events of a Religious and Moral Significance Drawn
from the News of the World
New Building
for Goodwill
CI Announcement is
made by Su perin tendent John S. German
of the Goodwill Industries of Baltimore.
Maryland. of the purchase of a $40.000 fireproof building at Pratt
and Commerce Street.
Dr. John S.
Baltimore. The IndusGerman
tries will occupy its
new headquarters as soon as remodeling
is completed.
The building contains 38.000 square
feet of floor space. two electric elevators.
and an automatic sprinkler system on
all floors. A chapel in which religious
services will be held is being installed.
Established in 1919. the Baltimore Industries is one of the outstanding Goodwills helping aged and handicapped persons to be self-supporting. Last year it
gave 281,192 hours of employment and
paid $82.946 in opportunity wages to
employees. There are 42.383 contributors of cast-off materials in Baltimore.
who last year gave 49,339 bags of clothing, 16.023 bags of paper, and 33.085
pieces of furniture to the Industries.

Relief Needs
Grow Across World
([ The Protestant churches of the
United States last year contributed $862,000 for these causes: feeding 84,000 children in unoccupied France; helping
church and mission workers in China

The refugees need food, raiment
and shelter

carryon emergency relief, child welfare,
medical aid and economic reconstruction; providing recreations, educational
and worship materials for millions of
prisoners behind barbed wire fences;
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assisting refug'ees from 35 countries; pro\·iding relief, shelter, and rehabilitation
for girls and women in Europe, Egypt,
and the Near East; assisting churches in
twelve countries. theological schools in'
Europe. and 120 mission centers (formerly carecl for by European churches)
in South America, Africa, India, the
Netherlands Indies. China; distributing
food, clothing. medical supplies, and
Scriptures on three continents. At least
.$1.545,000 will be required this year for
similar sen'ice by the churches.

S.A.I. Boys
"Have No Hate"
CI "I have no hate in my heart for the
boys on the other side, our enemies,"
writes a graduate of Spanish American
Institute, Gardena, California, who is
"out there" in uniform. Messages. from

Chaplain Alexander C. Stevens
and S.A.I. student

... Readers are asked to
.,. note that the subscription rate of World
Outlook is $1.25 per year.
A joint subscription, including both World Outlook and The Methodist
Woman, can be secured
for $1.50 per year.

Japan Interns
Hugh Clancy
([ A message from the "Var Department
to the Board of Missions of The MetRodist Church says Hugh F. Clancy has
been reported as being interned by
Japan. It is understood that Mr. Clancy
was a schoolmaster in Singapore, and
was attached with an officer status to
the American Australian Red Cross.
Hugh Fleming Clancy, of Albion.
Michigan, is a son of the late Dr. ancl
Mrs. Willia~ Rockwell Clancy, pioneer
missionaries of The Methodist Church
in India. Much of his early life was
spent in India. Mr. Clancy went to
India as a teacher under the Methodist
Mission in Singapore, and in 1938 transferred directly to the British government
school system, serving most recently in
the Boys' School in Kuala Lumpur. He
was in Singapore when the war broke
out.

the boys. now widely scattered, speak the
language of a present and a real Christ
who has come, and whom they have
met. "I am not in this war to learn to
hate or kill. lam here to fight for the
ideals of our America-the right to freedom of speech, of press, and especially
the freedom to worship"-continues the
soldier.
"I still haven't lost the spirit of
S.A.I.," says another. "I believe the
greatest thing that ever happened to
me was to be a part of the school. ....
I think everyone who has been tllfough
S.A.I. is a little different from other'
boys. 'Ve just can't do all the ·things
that other fellows do."
"The tliings that I learned at S.A.I.
have helped me here in tlle army," declares a third. "I know they will help me
always. But the thing that has helped
me most, and which has been a great advantage to me over a lot of the other
fellows, is the religious training."

Lord Mayor Is
an L.P.
([ British MetilOdists, who place far'
more dependence on lay preaching than
do their American brothers, number
many men in leading places ip. public
life among their "local preachers."
One of these is Councillor H. E.
Bridgewater, Lord Mayor of Sheffie)d.
England, who began preaching at the
age of eighteen. and for more tllan thirty years conducted a Bible class for
young men. He has a brother in the
ministry.
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N. Y. Goodwill Increases
Service 40 Per Cent
4I According to Executive Secretary .J.
Willis Hershey, the New York Goodwill
Industries has increased its total sen'ice
from $15,017 in 1941 to $21.372. an
increase of 10 per cent. Additional rna-

for additional funds to carryon the
missionary work. 1 am enclosing check
for $300 to be used where you think it
will do the most good when that time
arrives. However, if you think you can
use it to better advantage now, you may
do so." A short time later he sent an
additional check for $100.

Cuba Methodist
Missionaries Honored

Goodwill worker

terials are urgently needed in·order that
other handicapped people, now on the
waiting list, may be employed at the
workshop, which is located at 2999
Third Avenue, in the Bronx. The New
York Goodwill has recently been reorganized to serve on a city-wide basis.
Dr. Ralph "\T. Sockman, pastor of
Christ Church. and Bishop Charles K.
Gilbert, of the Protestant Episcopal
Church, addressed a recent dinner meeting of friends of the New York Goodwill Industries at which Dr. Allen E.
· Claxton,. pastor of Broadway Temple,
presided. A feature of the program was
the premiere of a new motion picture,
· "Victory Over Handicap," filmed in the
Goodwill Industries of Dayton, Ohio,
and shown by Executive Secretary Robert 'Watson, of Dayton.

4I The municipality of Marianao, suburb of Havana, Cuba, on January 28
conferred the diploma of "Adopted Sons
of Methodism" upon two l\Jethodist
missionaries. Those honored were Dr.
H. B. Bardwell, President of Candler
College, and Dr. S. A. Neblett, Executive Secretary of Christian Education.
The ceremony occurred in the Leland
Memorial Methodist Church to which
the whole English-speaking colony of
Havana was invited.
Dr. Bardwell went to Cuba as a missionary in 1903 and has lived in Havana
and Marianao since 1908. He has been
president of Candler College 31 years
and has served 26 years as pastor of
Leland Memorial Church.
Dr. Neblett went to Cuba in September, 1902. He was 15 years in the
pastorate, 10 years as district superintendent, 19 years as Secretary of Education, 23 years as editor, and 4 years as
Agent of the American Bible Society.
Some of these positions, of course, were
held in connection with others.

+
British Empire Has
2,000,000 Lepers
4I It is estimated that there are more
than 2,000,000 lepers, many of them
children, living within the confines of
the British Empire. Both the British
Empire Leprosy Relief Association and

in Ohio, looking ahead to the post-war needs of the
world, sent a check for $300 to the Division of Foreign Missions of the Board
of l\rissions and Church Extension the
other day with this note: "With the
opening of the conquered territory after
the war. there will no doubt be need
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Women

,.. are these five books, which come
to you well recommended by
reviewers and critics.

I Married a Minister
B)' r6 Who Did. alld 2 JFho Did Nor
Fascinating . . . whimsical . . . gay . . . at
~~
all
times
ptofoundly
1I/•.,.;.J
A
challenging and spiritual.
UP."" ..
Unique in many ways,
this book is a mirror of
the experiences and reflections

of

ministers'

$1.50
wives--and the equally
sage observations of two others. The distaff side of the minister's family t.kes full
adv.ntage of its opportunity.

Five Marys
ISABEL
\V ARRINGTON HEAPS
"I consider it a book of
beauty and power, written from a background
$1.50
of deep scholarship••••
I shall enjoy talking
about it."-Eleanor Perkins, noted reviewer.
The five £.mous Marys, discussed with
rare understanding, sympathy and renrence, are: MARY, Mother of Jesus, MARY,
wife of Cleoph.., MARY of Bethany, MARY
Magdalene, MARY, Mother of John Mark.

,

II

Feminine Faces
CLOVIS G. CHAPPELL
I

Sixteen
famous
Bible
characters, some sinister
••• some be.utiful, ,orne
tragic, pass under the
searching, gripping examin.tion of a noted
clergyman and writer.
Here are sharply delineated word pictures of
women who played important
Biblical histor)'.

,I

roles in

Doorways to
Devotion

order in
which the spirit of Christ shall rule the
hearts of men and of nations," said Un· del' Secretary of State Sumner "\Telles
in a recent speech. To which he added:
"And, ladies and gentlemen, we won't
get a free world in any other way."

A Layman
Looks Ahead
tI A l\fethodist layman

\

Books by GLADYSC. MURRELL

Recipe for
International Order
tI "iVe seek an international

.:.

Of SPECIAL INTEREST

III
I

\Vritten by an outstanding teacher and
le.der, this book includes, under more
than sixty different subjects, suggested
Bible lessons, meditations and prayer.
"Busy church women called upon to lead
worship services in their groups will have
occ..ion many times to thank Mrs. Murrell for this helpful little book."-Ziolls
Herald.
$1
Lepers in Africa

Glimpses of Grace

the American Mission to Lepers are
working in many parts of the empire to
wipe out this ancient and dread disease.
Doctors believe that by the proper segregation of sufferers from the disease,
it can be entirely wiped out of the worI'd
in a few decades. In Africa and in Asia
practically every medical missionary
treats lepers. and many cases are arrested.

Thirty worship services, based upon the
women of the Bible .nd designed particulorly for women's groups, arc contained in
this unique book. Here, again, Mrs. Murrell has scored with another book of dis-

I

i
~

"

i

"

tinct interest and service to women assum-

ing pl.ces of leadership in the church. $1

The Methodist
Publishing House
Order from House servlnc your territory
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Japanese Helped
by Church Commission

half of Nanking civilians during Japanese occapation. ,

([ Achievements of its first year of existence and plans for the future were
recently outlined by tlle Protestant Commission for Japanese Service by its chairman, Dr. Frank Herron Smith, head of

Sees Missions at
First Hand

+

([ The Board of Missions and Church
Extension of The Methodist Church received this letter recently: "I saw Mrs.
C - N - today, and she had a letter
from her son in the service from India.
He said he wanted to take back all the
criticism which he had uttered about
the missionaries. He had seen them in
action, they were doing a grand job,
cleaning things up, making for sanitation, etc. He was also most' enthusiastic
about the young people of India whom
he had met and of the influence of the
missionaries on their lives,"

Dr. Frank Herron Smith and Japanese pastor

the Methodist Pacific Japanese Provisional Conference.
The Commission plans chapel buildings in the W.R.A. relocation centers
for which equipment must also be provided. Numerous furloughed missionries have been placed in the centers to
work. The Commission is now engaged
in creating favorable public opinion on
behalf of Japanese resettlement outside
the centers, and favors a special national committee on resettlement.
Before evacuation, the Commission set
up Protestant panels which appeared
before the Tolan hearings in San Francisco, Los Angeles, Portland, and Seattle. Selective hearings were advocated
for each person suspected of loyalty.
Beginning the Sunday after evacuation, services have been held in every
center. The Commission members have
also visited interned Japanese, arrested
by the F.B.I., and those allocated to
distant Wyoming and Arkansas centers.
The Commission sponsored Christmas
gifts for all children in the centers.

+

He Helps to
Feed China
([ "A farm boy from Upper New York
State" went to China thirty years ago
as an evangelistic missionary, saw the
hunger of the people, turned to agriculture, and is said to have done more to
revolutionize the food production and
life of the Chinese farmer than has any
other person.
He is the Rev. Charles Riggs, now
professor of agricultural mechanics at
the University of Nanking-in-exile,
"somewhere in West China,"
During the years he has given Chinese farmers a new and simple loom,
numerous machines and farm tools, cotton gins, plows, drills, pumps, and farm
carts. The Chinese government has decorated him with the Order of the Jade,
in recognition of his heroic work on be-
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"Keep House and
Have a Cause"
([ Madame Chiang Kai-shek, China's
first lady, now in the United States,
teaches that every woman should be an
excellent housekeeper, and in ,addition
should have a "cause" that is outside
herself and beyond the confines of her
home, says Dr. George W. Shepherd,
missionary friend of this leader and of
her soldier husband.
He says: "Madame Chiang runs sewing machines, rolls bandages, knits in
her spare moments, seeks subscriptions
for charitable causes from her friends,
and then dips deep into her own funds
that others may be fed and clothed,
educated, in good health, and given a
chance to be useful and happy,"

A REMINDER TO PRAY
FORTDE BOYS
A beautiful Church roll In National colon
-framed and ~Iazed. Removable name
cards. Two sizes-Attractive prices.
U.S. and Church Flag Sets. Also the SerVice Flag. Celanese taffeta or wool. ' Write
for details Bnd prices.

Wm. H. Dietz, Dept. 65, 10: S. Wabash, ChIcago

r"These Stories Had to Be To1d';\
Both are of vital interest to you:
1) The behind-the-scenes story of Methodist Union
2) Bishop Hughes' long-awaited Autobiography

The Long Road to Methodist Union
By BISHOP JOHN M. MOORE
The inside story of one of the great developments in American church history told now for the first time. The Long Road to Methodist Union tells the
whole story completely and interestingly.
, How Was Union Accomplished? What were the dividing issues? How
did they arise, and when? What measures were proposed, and what were
finally adopted to remove the trying obstacles? Clear, incisive, challenging
answers to these and other questions are given.
You will want to read The Long Road to Methodist Union not only because it is the first account of this important development but because it is
the most complete one which is likely to be written. 272 pages
$2

I Was Made a Minister
By BISHOP EDWIN HOLT HUGHES
"A stirring book, a living book, perhaps an immortal book," this autobiography is definitely a
"must" on your reading schedule.
In 1 Was Made a Minister is traced, with appealing clarity, the pattern of a life which has been
dedicated with unswerving loyalty to a single high
purpose.
What Makes a Minister? Never has this question been, answered more directly or more completely from the viewpoint o~ person~l experience. Never h.as. an a.uthor been
better qUalified to answer thiS question. I Was Made a MinIster IS. a huma~
document, pulsing with life, glorified by constant awareness of a hfe that IS
more than human. lllustrated-336 pages.
$2.50

THE METHODIST PUBLISHING HOUSE
NASHVILLE CHICAGO CINCINNATI
PITTSBURGH
BOSTON
DETROIT

NEW YORK DALLAS RICHMOND BALTIMORE
KANSAS CITY
PORTLAND
SAN FRANCISCO
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Bissonnette Served
China 40 Years
fI During

forty years
of missionary service in
Fukien Province, China. the Rev. Wesley
Smith Bissonnette, who
died recently "in harness" at Kutien, made
two outstanding con·
tributions to the proRev. Wesley S.
motion of Christianity
Bissonnette
in China. One was the
training of hundreds of young Chinese
Christians for service as pastors; and the
other the organization of churches and
dlapels out in the countryside for many
miles surrounding the centers in which
he labored.
Most of his time was spent "on the
road," visiting Christian groups, holding
evangelistic services in rural villages and
towns, and in organizing the small bands
of Christians into congregations. As congregations were formed he had oversight of the Chinese ministers sent to
serve them. In this way he became the
founder of many churches.
Dr. Bissonnette was born in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, June 17, 1873, but
was in busin.ess in Colorado Springs,
Colorado, when appointed to missionary service in 1903. He was educated at
Oberlin College.
His first service in China was as treas·
urer, business agent, and superintendent of th~ Foochow Branch of the Methodist Publishing House. Three years
later he was missionary-in-charge of the
Foochow District in addition to his business duties, and in 1911 he was ordained
a minister of the Methodist Church. At
various times during the years he served
as superintendent of the Christian Orphanage in Lungtien, as principal of the
Schell·Cooper Academy in Kutien, and
as superintendent of the Mintsing, the
Kutien, and the BinghaiDistricts of the
Foochow Annual Conference.

tary clique no longer is in power there,
it is my conviction that a great opportunity and responsibility will again be offered the churches."

Ex-Sergeant Is
Social Pioneer
fI Dr. Charles S. Johnson, of Nashville,
Tennessee, educator, editor, and author,
and recipient in 1930 of the William E.
Harmon gold medal for "distinguished
achievement among Negroes in science,"
has been appointed director of race relations by the American Missionary Association of the Congregational-Christian Churches, pioneer in establishing
Negro schools in the South.
Dr. Johnson will direct this new post
from Nashville, continuing there his
services as director of the Department
of Social Research at Fisk University,
and with the Julius Rosenwald Fund.
During World War I, Dr. Johnson was
a sergeant-major with the U. S. Army in
France; and in 1930 was a member of
the League of Nations Commission investigating forced labor in Liberia.

Methodist Missionaries
Safe in Sumatra
CI Concerning two Methodist miSSIOn·
aries from the United States, both natives of Sweden, and both of them in
Sumatra when that island was occupied
by the Japanese, the Board of Missions
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Daily devotionals, unexcelled in
inspirational content, here serve
as ladders, helping you advance
day by day to new heights and
greater spiritual
satisfactions. Their
definite pattern of
progressive Christ ian experience
points the way to
a
level where
abundant living is
a realized fact.
[.
-,

A little book with a big purposel
Entirely new in approach!

E.

STANLEY JONES

World·famous miSSionary,
evangelist, author. and
Christian leader, E. STANLEY JONES has devoted his
life energy to bringing Chris- ,
tianity to people of India.
His work there. during a
period of over 30 years, indicates the genuine purpose
and sincerity of his message' and personality. His earlier book,
The Christ of the Indian Road, with over
600.000 copies sold, proclaimed him as
one of the greatest Christian missionaries of our day. Millions of Christians
throughout Christendom welcome his every spoken or written word!

A Best Seller
Early sales. over 25.000 in only ten days,
and still climbing almost to phenomenal
heights, foretell "best·seller" popularity
for ABUNDANT LIVING too! Men and
women appreciate the importance of attuning themselves to the eternal verities
here set forth--and quantity sales reflect
this belief in its intrinsic value.

Believes Japanese
Christians Loyal
fI "I am sure tllat there are those loyal
Japanese churchmen who are doing their
best to sustain and maintain their faith
in God even now," said Joseph Clark
Grew, former American ambassador to
Japan, recently.
"I need not remind you that 'it was
not the Christians of Japan who brought
on this terrible war, but the military
leaders who profess faith only in themselves and their military schemes. 1 hope
and pray that most of the Christian
churches of Japan are open even now,
and the latest available report from
church leaders there indicate this is the
case. . . . .
"When the war is over and the miIi-

Ladders

A Helpful Book
A year's daily devotions are includedeach one with Bible reference, meditation, and short prayer. It is useful for
group or class discussion or may be
read as any other book.

,I

Rev. and Mrs. Ragnar Aim. Sumatra

A Beautiful Book

':

and Church Extension has just received
the following cable from the Legation
of Sweden in Washington, D. C.: "With
reference to the missionaries, Rev. Ragnar AIm and Rev. Egon Ostrom, 1 beg
to inform you that tlle Swedish Legation
in Tokyo has now ascertained that they
are both well and still in Sumatra."

Handsomely typeset and printed OD
Bible paper, it is bound in red cloth and
has maroon silkmark and tinted edges.

384 Pages 4 V2 x 6 V2"

$1
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28 Nationalities at
Church of All Nations
fI

Men, women, and children of twen·
ty·eight nationalities were served last
year in the educational program of J"£or·
gan i\Iemorial Church of All Nations.
in Boston, I\fassachusetts, says Miss

(13) food consumption and nutrition
problems. (14) production problems.
and (15) news .items relating to agri.
cultural economic development, information and assistance on other aspects
of farm economic problems.

+

20 Churches Help
Greenland Orphanage

Part of a membership training class, Morgan
Memorial Church of All Nations, Boston

Edith l'\'fcDowell, director of religious
education. Registration totaled 4,093 in
all educational actiVities.
Clubs and classes for various age
groups number 138 and include craft
and gymnasium classes, dramatics, music,
stamp club, Girl and Boy Scouts, library,
'Woman's International Club, adult
Bible classes, and weekday and Sunday
religious activities for all age groups.
Last summer 545 campers and workers
participated in the camp program spon·
sored by Morgan Memorial at South
Athol, Massachusetts.

Organize to Assist
China's Farmers
fI The

Department of Agricultural Economics of the University of Nanking
College of Agriculture has organized
"Farm Economics Service Institute" at
Chengtu, ''''est China. The purpose of

([ Members of more than twenty denominations in the United States,
through the Central Bureau for Inter·
Church Aid, are today contributing
c:lothirig, fuel, and food to the little
church orphanage at Fiskenaesset, outport settlement of the colony of Godthaab, Greenland.
This is not only a gift to the children,
but a token of American friendship for
the Danish Church, which before the
war contributed $2.500 yearly from Denmark for the institution. It was built
several years ago by the Rev. Jens Chemnitz, a volunteer minister, and his wife
in a scattered and poor parish. It cares
for fifty orphans.

.
Japanese Trounce
Chinese in'Close Contes,t ,
.~

fI ''''hen

the Japanese triumphed over
the Chinese recently in a closely con·
tested encounter, a spirit of genial
sportsmanship prevailed to such an extent that a return engagement was
booked.
The scene was a basketball court of
the New York Methodis't Church of All
Nations; the event a basketball game
between American-born mcmbers of the
Japanese Christian churches in New
York and members of the Chinese Athletic Club. The final score of the game,
which was refereed by an ItalianAmerican, was 24 to 20. About 300 Japanese and Chinese watched the intensely
interesting contest and joined in a social hour at its conclusion.

OUR gift helps a noteworthy
Y organization
to carryon religious and charitable work. Under
our plan you secure an annual
income for life, yielding up to 7%
according to your age.
Gift Annuity Agreements are
issued under authority of the
New York State Iqsurance Dep't.
- Learn today about this twofold benefit. An investment that is safe, dependable ang regular.

..
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Cotton farming in China

the Institute is to assist organizations
and individuals by supplying technical
assistance and information on: (l) practical farm problems, (2) agricultural
policy, (3) farm prices. (4) farm credit
problems, (5) marketing of agricultural
products, (6) economic use of irriga·
tion water, (7) economic use of fertilizers, (8) economic use of farm tools' and
machinery, (9) the best size of farm,
(10) agricultural statist.ical information,
(II) history of agricultural crops and
practices, (12) popUlation problems,
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CHOiR GOWNS

China Helps Retired
Methodist Missionaries
fI Faculty and sllldents of ''''illiam Nast
Academy, in China, recently raised $1,227.20, Chinese currency, for the benefit
of retired missionaries in America.
This unusual action was in response
to the action ·of the China Central Conference to raise in China one million
Chinese dollars for this cause.
In transmitting the money to the
Board of Missions and Church Exten·
~ion, C. H. Hsiung wrote:
"How much we wish it could be more.
But I know you would not consider the
figures as much as you will mind the
good will, love, and affection back of
the small gift which we have held for
missionaries, A gift. small though it .is,
collected from scarcity deepens the feI-

'"

P\TLPIT ROBES • eM810IDIRI£I
HANGINGS' SrOLES • VESTMlN!'I
ALTAR APPOINTMENTS
COMMUNION S1RVlCI

•
EARN MONEY FOR WAR BONDS
Your group can easily earn money
for War Bonds by seIling HANDY
WACKS Hang-up Waxed Paper.
Write today for full particulars.
HANDY WACKS CORPORATION
Sparta, Michigan

MONEY FOR YOUR TREASURY

NO INVESTMENT PROJECTS offer qUick
profits for your organization. Sell quality VANILLA, COCOANUT OIL SHAMPOO and other
items. Write today for particulars.
SAMPLE FREE TO OFFICIAL

Our

NORWALK COSMETIC CO.
WORLD

Nor~¥llk,
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!owship far more than a gift from plenty. Knowing our students tasting meat
once a week, I asked five hundred, but
they doubled it and more. May God
bless the retired missionaries and their
labor in the field."

More Workers
Among Sharecroppers
(J: Provision of three new "extension specialists" in addition to the three now
serving are included in the expanded
religious ministry to the nation's 13,·
000,000 sharecroppers in thirteen south-

Soup Kitchens
Follow Air Raids
(J: A cablegram to the Church COIIImillee for China Relief. supported b~
The l'"rethodist and other churches ill
America, recently ga\'e the information
that twenty thousand persons were reno
dered homeless by an air raid over Kukong. China. I t ;~sked for $100.000 for
soup kitchens. bedding. clothing. and
temporary shelters lor the survivors and
those wounded in the raid.

'r

Spartanburg Alumnus
South Carolina Governor
(J: Governor Olin DevVitt Johnston.
whose election has set two precedcllls
in South Carolina. attended Textile Industrial Institute. now Spartanburg Junior College. Methodist missionary institution in Spartanburg, South Carolina. and in one year completed the
;'

,/
Pastors' School of Methods

ern states in 1943, according to the
Sharecropper Committee of the Home
Missions Council of North America.
Additional plans will provide loan libraries, develop the plan for "Work
Shops" bringing together rural teachers, pastors, Jeannes teachers, and county agents to discuss their common problems, and encourage the establishmelit
of a few "Experimental Rural Parishes"
as demonstration areas.
''''ith the training of leadership as its
chief aim. two policies have been developed by the Council. The Committee
says. "The first is that the field worker
of the Council should have his headquarters at an educational institution.
either a church college or the state agricultural college, be a part of its program. and make use of its students and
faculty and each of its departments, especially the extension specialists, as he
takes his extension sen'ice out to the
rural churches. The second policy is
the conducting of short courses for
rural pastors or training instillltesoften called summer schools-at and in
co-operation with these colleges. The
main reason for this policy is to give
the rural pastor a new rural viewpoint.
to enlarge his community-mindedness, to
give him new tedmiques for daily pastoral work, to change his financial philosophy, and to suggest new avenues for
his daily Christian ministry."
A total of 314 pastors reeeh'ed training in the schools for rural workers.
held in various places. Small scholarships
were furnished to some. There was such
excellent co-operation from church
boards and from colleges that the expense to the Council was surprisingly
low.
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Low Priced Pamphlets
to Enrich

Vour Spiritual Life
Even soul is today groping for spiro
itual realities upon which to stand.
You I"ili find both familiar landmarks and nell' or lost gUideposts for
spiritual living in thesc inexpensive
pamphlets
By Well-Known Writers
Pioneers in and lifelong students of
the spiritual life have put the fruil
of their search and the meat of their
thought into these little volumes.
With their aid the mysteries reveal
the materials for Christian discipline.
COMINC TO CHRIST IN MODERN DAYS
Leslie D. Weatherhead
Techniques
for
nchieving
discipleship
through submission of the will, clearly de.
scribed by this persuasive author.
lS¢
GREAT SOULS AT PRAYER
Mary de Bardeleben
How Moses the dreamer, Job the heretic .
.Jesus tbe Son and Paul the spiritual 8th~
lete found God, with practical suggestions
for YOII.
2S¢

i

II

JESUS CHRIST AND THE MEANINC OF
LIFE: W. R. Maltby
An illumil1ntion of how Jesus accepted the
life of mUD as he must live it and wrested
from it the meaning of lile.
20¢
THE MEANING OF THE CROSS AND
THE RESURRECTION: W. R. Maltby
Extractin~ significance sod meaning for today from the Passion and the Resurrection
of Jesus. Philosophical, yet concrete. 2S¢

i·

THE MINISTRY OF SILENCE AND
MEDITATION: E. Herman
An exploration into silent worship, from
Creative PraJ·er, with suggested (orms of
meetings (or meditation.
25¢

I

ill

POWER OF LIFE
Henr)' P. Van Dusen
Fellowship with God as n mean. of bridg.
ing the Ilap between the real and the
ideal. With discussion helps.
20¢

Spartanburg student-future Governor?

four-year high-school course offered at
that time.
Born on a small tenant fanll ne~r
Honea Path. South Carolina. in 1896.
Governor Johnston went to work as a
sweeper in a textile mill at the age of
eleven, earning 25 cents a day. He
worked in various capacities in SOlllh
Carolina textile mills for ten years. At
the age of eighteen he entered Textile
Industrial Institute and followed the custom of alternating a week of work in a
textile mill with a week of school attendance. Night school sessions made
possible his completion of the highschool course in one year.
-Governor Johnston is also a graduate
of vVofford College in Spartanburg, and
received his master's degree and law
training at the Unh'ersity of South Carolina. In 1924 he was admitted to the
South Carolina bar. During the first

WAYS OF PRAYING
Muriel Lester
"Anyone can live the life of prayer." Unthought-of. helpful and meaningful guide.
for the prarer life.
20¢
A SCHOOL OF PRAYER
Miehael Furse
"Prayer is co-operation with God in the
~phere of the spirit. I t
A study in the
nature nod value of regular JlrB)·er.
20~
THE PRESENCE OF JESUS
Leslie D. Weatherhead
Directions for per!'onat contacts with the
Chrht. Rich in illustration. With 8 questionary for group discussion.
20¢
PRIVATE PRAYER
Gray and Barclay
Suggestions Rnd helps in the practice of
prayers of ~dor3.tion. thanksgiving, confession, petition and intercession.
15¢

I;

REAL PRAYER
D. L. Prosser
Six conditions essential to the enrichment
of prarer lile. deepl)' thought-out and stimulating.
2S¢
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•
''Vorld ''Val' he servea as a member of
the famous Rainbow Division.

...
Would Study
India's Problems
([ The National Christian Council, representing all the Protestant churdles of
India in its membership, has recently
expressed itself as "deeply distressed
over the existing deadlock and the grow-

A Mohammedan offical and his wife. India

ing bitterness and misunderstanding"
between Great Britain and India. In
this the first resolution ever passed by
the Council on the political situation in
India it says:
"Believing that the fundamental issues are spiritual, we plead for a solution through the re-establishment of
good will, mutual respect, and trust.
We urge (the Indian) Congress to take
no action which will endanger such a
solution. We also urge the government
to make a fresh approach to the problem of securing India's complete freedom. We appeal no less urgently to all
other political parties. Failing a settlement, there cannot but be a great addition to the sum of anger and hatred
in the world, leaving for future generations a heritage of strife and resentment."
-to

N. Y. Goodwill
Elects Directors

Scarritt Offers
Leadership Course

([ Officers and members of the Board of
Directors have been dlOsen by the newly
reorganized Goodwill Industries of New
York. Officers are: Paul D. Miller,
prominent New York lawyer and treasurer of Christ Methodist Church, presi.
dent; Clifford R. Owen and Edwin H.
Krom, vice-presidents; lVII'S. H. P. Cham·
plain, secretary; Frank M. Totton,
treasurer. Other members of the Board
are: John P. E. Brown, Coleman Burke,
Francis ,.y. Carpenter, Dr. Allen E.
Claxton, Mrs. Clarke G. Dailey, Norris
Darrell, Elizabeth M. DeMaris, James
C. Forsyth, Dr. Merle R. Frampton,
Oliver A. Friedman, Bishop Charles K.
Gilbert, Edwin H. Krom, William J.
Kurth, Bishop Francis J. McConnell,
Charles F. Merritt, Dr. Fred B. Newell,
Rev. James A. Paul, Dr. John M. Pearson, Dr. Millard L. Robinson, J. Conrad Scheider, Robert N. Snyder, Dr.
Ralph W. Sockman, Wallace C. Speers,
Chester N. Stevens, Mrs. Ralph 1.
Straus, B. Emerson Swart, and Dr. Norman W. Twiddy.

([ During the summer of 1943 short
courses for workers in local churches of
various denominations desiring dlUrch
leadership training and missionary education will be available. Class work will
be offered in two sections of approximately two and one-half weeks each,
from June 8 to June 24; and from June
24 to July 14. "Christian Ventures in
Learning and Living," and "The
Church and America's Peoples:' interdenominational themes for adult education recommended by the Missionary
Education Mov~ment for 1943, will be
considered in the courses.
The successful completion of class requirements will entitle the student to
two quarter hours' credit, and will provide background for leadership as teachers. In addition to classes there will be
conducted a "Workship in Education"
for students .who by previous arrangement are preparing to become accredited teachers in Missions under the
Methodist Board orEducation.

+
London Organizing Christians in Business Houses
([ The Bishop of London and the Lord
IVlayor of London are working together
to organize a Christian movement of
laymen, acting through business and
commercial centers. The method will include a series of public meetings, individual Christian witness along apostolic lines, and the formation of "cells"
of Christian laymen within various commercial firms.

Dr. Anderson Heads
Leper Colony
. ([ A. Garfield Anderson, M.D., who
after thirty years of medical service under The Methodist Church in Union
Christian Hospital, Pyengyang, Korea,
was transferred to Nyadiri, Southern

50
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speaks to America
through the voice of

LESLIE D.
WEATHERHEAD
The pen of one of England's most
famous preacher-authors writes two
thoughtful messages:

This Is the Victory
"1t gives what our
American churches need
to help us rhink out the
meaning and solutions to
the tremendous problems
in such a war as thi•.
..••• What the war has
done to a great Christian
pasror and his religion is
clearly .een • • • • of
. great value ro the perplexed of today."-Thl
C!mTcIJman.
$2

Thinking Alo~d in
War-time

Here's a Methodist
Queen
([ Queen Salote, of Tonga, of the
Friendly Islands of the South Pacific,
has been named an Associate Dame of
the Venerable Order of the Hospital of
St. John of Jerusalem, in recognition of
her service to the Order in raising funds
for medical relief.
The Queen, described as a very tall
lady, is a Methodist class leader, an
active member of the Christian Endeavor, and is the only person outside the
British royal family within the British
Empire who is entitled to be addressed
as "Your Majesty."

War-torn Elzgland

"A distinctive contribution to Christian thinking in the midst of war

Dispensary and huts. Government leper
camp, South Rhodesia, Africa

Rhodesia, Africa, to build a new hospital and medical service "from the
ground" has been drafted by the Brit·
ish Government for additional medical
work. The Government has asked him
to superintend a clinic and hospital and
a leper colony of 500 patients, at a place
twenty miles from Nyadiri; and also a
small hospital thirty miles in another
direction.

fi~d' ;0 b;p;ak ."'~I~ :u;~~
will be impressed that he

~
•~. _~_:'--:::.::¥__.

is honestly attempting to
apply the principles of
Christianity in a most confusing and trying situation. • . . . This book will help
YOIl think clearly about war."-eIJri,tian
rlldrx.
$1
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Generalissimo and Madame Chiang Kai-sheh

I BEAR MY WITNESS
By Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek
General Chiang, shortly after his conversion, was kidnapped by rebels. He asked for only one
thing-a Bible. He spent his captivity reading it. Trusting in God, he refused every demand of
the captors who threatened torture.

,
~, .
!

He won through by faith and was released. Then, though he held the power of life and
death, he refused to punish his enemies. The world wondered why. Now the General tells. It
'was because Christ forgave his enemies and told us to forgive our enemies "seventy times seven
times."
"1 BEAR !\IY WITNESS" is a little booklet in which Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek, leader of China's
millions and one of the world's outstanding Christians, tells this story and gives his testimony.
It is a companion booklet to "1 CONFESS MY FAITH" by l\Tadame Chiang Kai-shek.
These two booklets constitute one of the most amazing records of all time-the Christian testimonies to the power of God by one of the greatest ruling families of the world.
The Board of Missions and Church Extension will furnish free "1 I\EAR !\IY WITNESS" in reasonable quantities to l>astors and church workers who desire them for their people. But you must be
moderate, for the supply is limited and thc -----------------------------------------------------,
demand is terrific.
ORDER BLANK
'We still havc a limited supply of Madame
Chiang's testimony, "1 CONFESS !\IY FAITH."
These can be furnished free in very limited quantities. The demand for this remarkable missionary document was so great
that it exhausted the inadequate budget allowed by the Board for literature. Help us
conserve and make every copy count for
missions.

CllUrc/, orders should be sent to New York. Woman's Society
of CI"istian Service ortlers sllOuld be sent to Cincinnati, Ohio.
EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT
Board of Missions :-md Church Extension
150 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

PUBLICATION MANAGER
'Woman's Dh-ision of Christi~n Srr\;ce
420 Plum Street, CineinnDti, Ohio

Please send me
copies of "1 Bear My
Witness" which I will use for miSSIOnary cultivation. It
is understood that this number may be reduced if absolutely necessary.
Name
_
Address

P.S. The exact cost of these booklets printed in editions of a million is a little more than aile cellt each. plus
postage. If you want to help distribute these to more l\Iethodists by paying for them at cost, you may do so.

!

Who's
Delinquent?
His community is a slum. His playground is an ugly backstreet.

His

home is broken, and at 15 he is an
outlaw. He is one of more than
230,000 juvenile "delinquents" in America annually.... and his number is increasing.

\'(1artime tensions have increased juvenile delinquency rates 100 per cent in some communities.
Teen-age boys and girls are on trial today for every
crime known to man! Their plight leads to one conclusion: T be societJI Tesponsible for bettering cOllditi011S under wbicb cbildren 1rmst grow bas been delinquent.
One way for churchmen to improve conditions is
to provide children with wholesome reading-the
Methodist Story Papers, publications that have behind them a gallant service tradition of 100 years. Ask
your men's class or Woman's Society to get these
weekly Story Papers for children in your church and
community.
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